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Abstract:

This graduation thesis aims to understand how with the aid of research 
and evidence-based design, we can help older adults with dementia live a 
healthier life in a nursing home by focusing on the aspect of natural light 
effects. 

People with dementia (PWD) spend most of their time in the interior 
spaces, and as a result, the chance to receive natural light reduces [3]. 
This fact, accompanied by problems like aged eyes, dislocation of diurnal 
rhythm, time disorientation, lack of vitamin D, and sundowning syndrome, 
are issues they struggle with. These problems cannot be addressed in a 
nursing home, which is not specifically designed to get enough and prop-
er natural light in each space.
 
By studying sunlight advantages for humans, the features of suitable 
light for PWD, considering the location sun-path, the behavior of light and 
shadow, and the problems that PWD are dealing with in their daily activ-
ities, series of guidelines are designed in different scales of a building. 
Furthermore, five different nursing homes are studied in order to employ 
their good features and avoid their shortcomings in the design of the final 
nursing home building.
 
Finally, based on the guidelines, the whole building is designed and po-
sitioned on the site by considering the daylight orientation at different 
times of the day and year. Each residential block is designed in a way that 
all the rooms inside can receive the proper daylight, considering activities 
happening inside them. In each room, the amount of direct and diffuse 
daylight is adjusted by different means to provide suitable sunlight re-
garding the PWD needs, different light direction, and intensity during a 
day and in different seasons. Moreover, abundant, easy and safe access 
to exterior spaces is offered not only on the ground floor but also on the 
second floor of the building to let the PWD have more opportunities to get 
exposed to direct daylight.

In conclusion, the nursing home building can help PWD with their daily 
activities; their vision can be improved with less artificial light to facilitate 
their social interaction and freedom. Their vitamin D and calcium defi-
ciencies can be ameliorated, which can reduce depression and help them 
be more physically active. Moreover, they can have better time orienta-
tion and place orientation and be more interested and curious about their 
surroundings. Finally, their circadian rhythm can be improved, resulting 
in better sleep at night and less night roaming.  Hence, older adults with 
dementia can live a healthier life.
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Elderly population:
There is a growing trend of the older adult population (people aged 
65 and over) in the Netherlands. In 2000 the elderly population ra-
tio to the whole society population was 13.58%. In 2010, this num-
ber was 15.45%, and in 2019 it is 19.39. It is predicted that in 2030 
the older adult population ratio will be  23.5%. [27](Table 1.) This fact 
affects all aspects of society, and architecture is not an exception.  
 
Elderly and dementia:
The chance of developing dementia rises as one gets older significantly. 
Above the age of 65, a person’s risk of developing Alzheimer’s disease or 
vascular dementia doubles roughly every five years. It is estimated that 
dementia affects one in 14 people over 65 and one in six over 80 [28]. 
Consequently, in the near future, we have a larger population of older 
adults with dementia who need a healthy and suitable environment to live.
 
Dementia symptoms:
Memory loss, difficulty in doing daily tasks, disorientation, language 
problems, changes in abstract thinking, poor judgment, poor spatial skills, 
misplacing things, changes in mood, personality or behavior changes, 
loss of initiative, and sleep disorders can be considered as some of the 
dementia symptoms. [29.] These symptoms are varied in people in differ-
ent stages of this disease.

M
ill

io
n

Year

(Table 1.)
The growing trend of older adults population.

1.1. Introduction
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Older adults spend most of their time in the interior spaces, so they re-
ceive less natural light compared to younger adults [3]. The population of 
older adults with dementia due to the challenges of this disease spends 
even more time in their houses or nursing homes. Consequently, it is nec-
essary to be concerned about the benefits of natural light that none of the 
artificial light can provide for older adults’ bodies.

‘‘It is being documented that the illumination level for indoor lighting is 
typically equivalent to that of twilight and the equivalent of biological 
darkness’’ [5]. These indoor light levels are hardly sufficient to see. Be-
yond question, they cannot be enough to stimulate the biological clock in 
order to regulate body hormones and circadian rhythms. [5]
 
Furthermore, “As people’s cognitive faculties start to decline and the 
memory of recent events fades away, what remains are direct sensations”  
[6]. Therefore, the role of eyesight as a direct sensation must be taken into 
account.
 
Hence, the importance of having a healthy environment with enough nat-
ural light where the aged-eye can see clearly, and diurnal rhythms dislo-
cation, time orientation problem, cognitive performance can be improved, 
must be taken into consideration.
 
By considering all these issues, this research question is propounded:  
How can we create a tailored environment for older adults who have de-
mentia in a nursing home by focusing on natural light, in Eindhoven, the 
Netherlands?

1.2. Problem Statement: 1.3. Research Question:

How can we create a tailored environment for older adults who 
have dementia in a nursing home by focusing on natural light, 
in Eindhoven, the Netherlands?
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1.4. Research Model :

Which needs of the older adults with de-
mentia are related to light?

What are the needs of older adults with 
dementia?

Who are older adults and what is demen-
tia?

What is a healing environment and how it 
can contribute to betterment of the older 
adults life?

How can natural light contribute to creat-
ing a healing environment?

Creating guidelines for the proper use of 
natural light in a nursing home for older 
adults with dementia.

Studying general guidelines for designing 
a nursing home.

Designing a nursing home that provides 
a suitable environment for the older adult 
with dementia with the aid of proper use of 
natural light.

What are light properties and qualities?

How is the Eindhoven sun-path?

What are the available Design techniques 
and technologies for having access to 
proper natural light?

What are the proper environmental Light 
features for older adults with dementia?

Analysing 5 nursing home in terms of ar-
chitectural features and natural light ac-
cess.

Daylight entrance study

Why natural light has priority to artificial 
light

CHAPTER 2

Dementia

Figure 2.
By Vincent Van Gogh- Sorrowing Old Man (1890)

17
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2.1. Dementia

What is dementia?
Dementia is a broad category of brain diseases that cause a long-term 
and often gradual decrease in the ability to think and remember. It is se-
vere enough to affect a person’s daily functioning [30]. Alzheimer’s is the 
most common cause of dementia. 
Loss of memory, especially for learning new information, reflects the dete-
rioration in the functioning of the medial temporal lobe and hippocampus 
areas of the brain. In later stages of this illness, other higher functions of 
the cerebral cortex become affected. These include language, praxis (put-
ting theoretical knowledge into practice), and executive function (involved 
in processes such as planning, abstract thinking, rule acquisition, initiat-
ing appropriate actions and inhibiting inappropriate actions, and selecting 
relevant sensory information). Behavioral and psychiatric disturbances 
are also seen, including depression, loss of initiative, agitation, disinhi-
bition, delusions, hallucinations, wandering, aggression, incontinence, 
sleep disorders, and altered eating habits [20].

 

What are dementia stages?
World health organization characterized dementia stages as “Early stage, 
Moderate stage, and late stage. 
 
Early-stage: 
In early-stage symptoms are forgetfulness, losing track of time becoming 
and getting lost in familiar places. [30]
 
Moderate-stage:
In the moderate stage, symptoms are becoming forgetful of recent events 
and people’s names, becoming lost at home, having increasing difficul-
ty with communication, needing help with personal care, experiencing 
behavior changes, including wandering and repeated questioning. [30] 

late-stage:
In late-stage, they are becoming unaware of the time and place, hav-
ing difficulty recognizing relatives and friends, having an increasing 
need for assisted self-care, having trouble walking, and experienc-
ing behavioral changes that may intensify and include aggression. [30] 
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2.2. People With Dementia Needs:

Although specific needs are universal in humans generally [21], differ-
ent sections of the population will have additional and more specif-
ic needs. Likewise, people with dementia have unique needs related to 
their disabilities, but their general requirements are like other humans  
[22].
 
The needs of older adults with dementia can be categorized into four 
main parts; social, physical, psychological, and environmental [22]. As 
their condition progresses, their needs become more complicated. Con-
sequently, they will need professional care and support that may not be 
satisfied in their homes. Therefore, they require to move to care homes 
[30]. 

The detailed list of PWD’s needs that must be taken into consideration is 
mentioned as follow:

• Accommodation
• Food
• Household skills
• Self-care
• Daytime activities
• Physical health
• Psychotic Symptoms
• Information
• Psychological distress
• Safety (Deliberate self-harm)
• Safety (Accidental self-harm)
• Safety (Abuse/neglect)
• Behavior
• Alcohol
• Drugs
• Company
• Intimate relationships
• Caring for someone else
• Mobility/transport
• Money
• Benefits
• Memory
• Eyesight/hearing
• Continence

2.3. People With Dementia Light Related Problems:

There are five categories of light-related problems in older adults with 
dementia, which can affect their needs; Time disorientation, Aged Eye, 
Diurnal Rhythms Dislocation, lack of vitamin D, Sun-downing Syndrome. 
 
Lack of vitamin D:
Usually, vitamin D is mainly obtained from the skin through the action 
of ultraviolet B irradiation on 7-dehydrocholesterol. The major func-
tion of vitamin D compounds is to enhance the active absorption of 
ingested calcium. Vitamin D compounds appear to have direct ef-
fects on improving bone and muscle function. There is good, although 
not entirely consistent, evidence that supplemental vitamin D and 
calcium together reduce falls and fractures in older individuals.[19] 
‘’Vitamin D deficiency is associated with low mood and worse Cognitive 
Performance in older adults.’’ As a matter of fact, depression and season-
al affective disorders can be ameliorated with vitamin D supplementation 
and ultraviolet light exposure. [14]
 
Time orientation problem:
People with dementia have problems with orienting themselves regarding 
time, season, and year. Natural light accompanying nature probably can 
act as a leverage to affect PWD’s direct sensation and, consequently, re-
call them the correct time and season. Confusing time orientation is more 
common in the morning compared to other hours of the day [8].

Aged Eye:
As the eye ages, the visual field narrows, and the pupil gets smaller, de-
creasing the amount of light that enters the eye. Moreover, the lens of the 
eye becomes thicker and loses its transparency, and the sensitivity of the 
retina diminishes. The combined effect of the reduction in the pupil’s size 
and the thickening of the lens results in two-thirds less light reaching 
the retina by age 65. A 60-year-old person may need two to three times 
as much light as a 20-year-old. Moreover, the amount of required light 
doubles every 13 years after the age of 20. Proper lighting most probably 

resulting in increased mobility, socialization, and greater participation in 
activity programs by residents in a nursing home.[5]
 
Diurnal Rhythms Dislocation:
A common symptom of dementia is the dislocation of diurnal rhythms 
that includes nocturnal wandering, incontinence, and vocalizations, or 
screaming. The tendency to be awake and active at night can be consid-
ered one of the consequences of first, inadequate exposure to daylight, 
and second, a disruption of the daily sequence of physiological changes, 
with the resulting symptoms of depression and sleep disorder.[11]
 
Sun-downing Syndrome:
Some people with dementia exhibit symptoms of the ‘sundowning’ syn-
drome. In this syndrome, a person shows an increase in agitated behavior 
as evening approaches. This issue tends to occur in the middle years 
of dementia, rather than in the early or final stages. The symptoms are 
associated with decreasing daylight, but this is not necessarily causal. 
These problems are also associated with less daytime activity and in-
creased nocturnal disturbance.[3]
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Time disorientation

Aged EyeDiurnal Rhythms Dislocation

lack of vitamin D

Sun-downing Syndrome

Looking after the home

Memory

Food
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2.3. People with Dementia Light Related Problems:

CHAPTER 3

Healing 
Environment

Figure 3.
Painting by James Coates
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Healing environment definition:
“An environment where life, death, illness, and healing define the moment and the build-
ing supports those events or situations to heal the mind, body and soul with respect 
and dignity woven into everything” [23].

A healing environment for PWD must provide these factors:[15]
 

3.1. Healing Environment as a Solution:

Sensory StimulationLegibility Familiarity

Biographical refrence Encouragement Privacy

Belonging

Communication

Barrier-free, compensating 
environment

Homogenous and small 
groups

Avoidance of overstimulationSafety and Security

Noninstitutional character Access to outdoorsOrientational cues

Logical room syntax

Furnishing

Fixtures and fittings

Social InteractionAutonomy
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3.2. Natural Light Contribution in Creating a Healing Environment

Vitamin D and Calcium

Circadian Rhythm

Time Orientation

Improved Vision

Better sleep at night

Night Roaming 

Physical Health

Freedom and Control

Interest and curiosity

Social Interaction

Agitation

Agitation

Depression

Memory

Mobility

Mobility

Natural light produces Vitamin D and Calcium in older adults’ bodies, lead-
ing to stronger bones and muscle. This fact leads to being more physical-
ly active and having fewer falls in comparison to people who are suffering 
from very low bone density and severe muscle deterioration [19]. There-
fore, natural light can lead to physical health.
Moreover, a sufficient amount of vitamin D improves one’s mood and en-
hances cognitive function. Therefore, this fact can lower the chance of 
depression. [14]

Circadian rhythm, which is a factor that controls sleep, is also influenced 
by exposure to bright light. Many older adults suffer from the dislocation 
of circadian rhythm; this issue makes them sleepy early in the evening. 
Consequently, they wake up in the middle of the night, which finally re-
sults in night roaming. Studies have shown that morning and evening 
bright light exposure can improve circadian rhythm and hence sleep dis-
order in patients with dementia.[5][24]

Sunlight provides a subconscious reference to time, both hour of the day 
and changing of the season. This leverage can be used for improving 
PWD time orientation; consequently, they get less stressed regarding the 
loss of sense of time. [5]

With proper illumination in a space, based on the needs of PWD’s eyes, 
one can see his surroundings clearer. It will make PWD more interested 
and curious about his environment and, they are more willing to socialize 
as they can recognize people’s faces. Moreover, when PWD vision im-
proves by providing enough light for interior space, the number of falls 
reduces, so PWD feels free and safe to walk [3].  Furthermore, this will 
increase their control and freedom,  and they feel less stressed regarding 
the dark spots of the room. [5]

Raise the level of illumination:

Lighting levels need to be increased to compensate for the 
loss of sight and visual acuity, which happens throughout the 
aging process.[5]

Provide consistent, even light levels:

Dark spots in a room can appear ominous to people with de-
mentia [2]. Uneven brightness patterns can produce frighten-
ing shadows and create the illusion of steps or edges where 
light and shadows meet. This issue can cause increased lev-
els of agitation and confusion [5].

Eliminate glare:

Not only does reducing the glare contribute to comfort, 
but it also helps to minimize falls and maximize attention 
span. Glare can cause confusion, agitation, and anger in 
PWD. [5]

Provide gradual changes in light levels:

Older eyes adapt much more slowly to changes in light level. 
Transition spaces between outside daylight areas and indoor 
spaces should provide gradual changes in light levels.[5]

Provide focused task lighting:

Attention can be directed to a specific task by increasing 
its brightness and reducing the illumination of the envi-
ronment as a source of distraction.[5]

3.3. Proper Environmental Light Features for PWD
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CHAPTER 4

Sunlight

Figure 4.
Painting by Le corbusier, from le poeme de l'angle droit (1955).
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How light is perceived depends on 4 factors:[16]

 Source

 Space

 Receiver

 Geometry between them

Light has three states: [16]

 Direct                  

 Indirect/Reflected      

 Diffuse

4.1. Light Properties and Qualities:

The properties of light are dual: it is both a particle form (packets of pho-
tons) and a waveform (electromagnetic radiation. As a matter of fact, 
from the broad electromagnetic spectrum of light, humans can only vis-
ually recognize a limited portion of that which is white light.[16]

Shadow:
Shadow is adjacent to the most intense light, but not in its path, for in-
stance, the wall surrounding an opening is devoid of light and in the high-
est contrast. Shadow is the resultant void of the interaction of light with a 
surface. It is most distinct as a result of direct light, providing hard edges 
and defined shapes. With indirect and diffuse lighting, the shadow presents 
itself as a graduated absence of light opposite the reflected source.[16] 
 
Indirect light + direct light for PWD:
It also suggests that indirect light is more often preferred for cer-
tain situations, as it makes it easier for people to recognize their sur-
roundings. By providing a condition where indirect light can be com-
bined with the lighting of varying intensity in order to reflect natural 
light patterns, people not only will be more comfortable, but will also 
be able to maintain a more regulated sleep pattern [17], improve their 
time orientation [5], and reduce vitamin D and calcium deficiencies [19].  
 
Conclusion:
South, east, and west direction provides direct and indirect natural light 
(based on the hour of the day and season) and north direction pro-
vides only indirect light. Therefore, it can be concluded that by making 
a combination of the different orientation of windows in a room, both 
direct and indirect light can be provided at the different hours of the day.  
 
 
 

Max 15 degree in 
winter

Max 63 degree in 
summer
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4.2. Eindhoven Sun-Path

Eindhoven is a city in the province of North Brabant in the south Nether-
lands. Eindhoven latitude is 51.44083, and its longitude is 5.47778.  With 
the aid of Sun earth tool, the Eindhoven sun-path is illustrated. (figure 
4-2-1.)
 
This picture shows that during the morning at 9:00 am, maximum altitude 
is 40 degrees in June, and the minimum degree is 0 in December. At noon 
maximum altitude is 63 degrees in June, and the minimum altitude is 15 
degrees in December. At 8:00 pm, maximum altitude is 10 degrees in Jun, 
and the minimum altitude is 0 degrees in December. 
 
Sunrise time in June is at 5:30 am, in 50 degrees azimuth, and sunset time 
is at 10:00 pm, in 310 degrees azimuth. Sunrise time in December is 8:30 
am, in 130 degrees azimuth, and sunset time in Jun is 04:30 pm, in 230 
degrees azimuth.
 
Finally, this information can be employed in the building positioning in the 
site, planing each block, positioning windows, and locating each furniture 
for each daily activity based on the light directions in the room.

Al
tit

ud
e

Azimuth

Max Altitude: 63 degree
Min Altitude: 15 degree

Max Altitude: 10 degree
Min Altitude: 0 degree

Max Altitude: 40 degree
Min Altitude: 0 degree

Figure 4-2-1.

At 12:00 pm At 8:00 pmAt 9:00 am

Proper orientation of the house based on the location and 
climate

Proper planning of the house based on daylight direction 
and the elderly activities 

The use of adaptable windows, skylights, and reflective 
surfaces, considering the weather, time, and elderly

 activities

 
Sufficient amount of lux by providing an adequate num-
ber of windows, skylight, balcony, greenhouse, atrium with 

proper location and size for daylight entrance

Compensation of lack of natural light with artificial light.

4.3. Steps for Having Access to Proper Natural Light

In designing a building that can provide enough and proper natural light 
for PWD, different aspects must be taken into consideration. Following 
the priority of these aspects also can be considered as an essential factor 
in order to reach this goal. 
 
First of all, the whole building volume shape, orientation, and posi-
tion in the site must be base on the location, climate, and the shad-
ows of the neighbors. Therefore the building has the opportunity to re-
ceive the maximum natural light which is available on the site. If this 
step is done correctly, the next step can be done with fewer challenges. 
 
Second, proper planning of the building must be done by considering the 
residents’ needs, and the direction and intensity of natural light, which 
each specific daily rooms’ activities demand. 
 
Third, enough lux must be provided considering the aged eye, by creating 
enough number and size of openings (window, skylight, atrium, etc) locat-
ed in proper height and position in each room.  
 
Fourth, considering the change of weather and different direction of nat-
ural light during the day, as well as of the PWD needs, the entering light 
must be adjusted. Adaptable windows, skylight, reflective surfaces, lou-
vers, canopies, and other devices can be used to make the intensity and 
direction of the light suitable for PWD sensitive eyes.
 
Five, if the amount of light in the building during the day is less than what 
is needed for PWD to see clearly, artificial light must be used. Moreover, 
if access to natural daylight is not possible (for example during overcast 
weather in Winter) use of LED Sun can be used to partly compensate for 
the lack of natural light to adjust PWD biological body clock.
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Artificial light:

Less than 1/10 time intensity

Expensive source

Do not produce vitamin D

Not Sustainable

Hardly have effect on biological clock

No sense of orientation 

4.4. Natural Light Has Priority To Artificial Light

Natural light:

More than 10 times more intensity

Free source of energy

Produce Vitamin D

Sustainable

Tuning biological clock

Giving the sense of orientation Based on time

Natural light and artificial light features are listed and compared below. 
This comparison provides a strong foundation for the fact that the build-
ing design should provide enough natural light for the residents to elimi-
nate the need for artificial light as much as possible in the building.

4.5. Direct Day Light Entrance Study

To be able to design a space with proper and enough light access, first of all, it is 
needed to be familiar with sunlight entrance into a room in different situations. 
Consequently, daylight entrance is being tested in 7 different situations; 
at the sun’s maximum altitude at 9:00 am, at the highest and lowest 
sun altitude at 12:00 pm, and the sun’s maximum altitude at 8:00 pm. 
Seven different situations are:

1. A room with different size of the windows
2. A room with different size of the skylight
3. Different size of rooms with the same window size
4. Different size of rooms with the same skylight
5. A room with a window in different positions
6. A room with different roof angle and skylight
7. A room with complex windows position
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Max Altitude: 40 degree
Min Altitude: 0 degree

At 9:00 am

Max Altitude: 63 degree
Min Altitude: 15 degree

At 12:00 pm

Max Altitude: 10 degree
Min Altitude: 0 degree

At 8:00 pm

4.5.1. A Room with Different Size of Windows

As the height of the window is increasing, light can go more into the depth 
of the room; during morning and afternoon light can reach the deepest 
parts of the room while at noon, the light remains closer to the window, 
especially during summer. Even when a wall is entirely glass, it cannot hit 
human eyes at noon in summer until they come close to the window.

South

South

South

South

Figure 4-5-1.
Different window size at 9:00 am -Summer

Figure 4-5-2.
Different window size at 12:00 pm-Summer

Figure 4-5-3.
Different window size at 12:00 pm-Winter

Figure 4-5-4.
Different window size at 8:00 pm-Summer

Max Altitude: 40 degree
Min Altitude: 0 degree

At 9:00 am

Max Altitude: 63 degree
Min Altitude: 15 degree

At 12:00 pm

Max Altitude: 10 degree
Min Altitude: 0 degree

At 8:00 pm

When the altitude of light is less than 15 degrees (during afternoons and 
in winter and fall), direct light cannot enter from a skylight less than the 
width of 1 meter.  While during summer, direct sun rays can easily enter 
the skylight.
For example, by having a thin skylight, which its bigger side is towards the 
south, direct light cannot enter in February at noon (figure 4-5-2). There-
fore, the skylight’s size must be in a way that its east-west sides are big 
enough for the noon direct light entry (figure 4-5-3). 

N N

Wrong skylight position. Right skylight position.
(Figure 4-5-2) 
Skylight position

(Figure 4-5-3) 
Skylight position

South

South

South

South

4.5.2. A Room with Different Sizes of Skylights

Figure 4-5-4.
Different skylight size at 9:00 am -Summer

Figure 4-5-5.
Different skylight size at 12:00 pm-Summer

Figure 4-5-6.
Different skylight size at 12:00 pm-Winter

Figure 4-5-7.
Different skylight size at 8:00 pm-Summer
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Max Altitude: 40 degree
Min Altitude: 0 degree

At 9:00 am

Max Altitude: 63 degree
Min Altitude: 15 degree

At 12:00 pm

Max Altitude: 10 degree
Min Altitude: 0 degree

At 8:00 pm

4.5.3. Different Sizes of Rooms with the Same Window size

As the depth of the room reduces, and its height (consequently the win-
dow height) increases, direct light can cover most parts of the room. 
When the sun altitude is low, this fact is more pronounced. 

Therefore, it can be concluded that, if intended to increase the depth of 
a room, the height of the room must be increased to avoid any drastic 
change in receiving direct daylight.

South

South

South

South

Figure 4-5-8.
Different room size at 9:00 am -Summer

Figure 4-5-9.
Different room size at 12:00 pm-Summer

Figure 4-5-10.
Different room size at 12:00 pm-Winter

Figure 4-5-11.
Different room size at 8:00 pm-Summer

4.00 m

3.00 m

4.00 m 4.00 m

3.00 m

4.00 m 5.00 m 4.00 m

Max Altitude: 40 degree
Min Altitude: 0 degree

At 9:00 am

Max Altitude: 63 degree
Min Altitude: 15 degree

At 12:00 pm

Max Altitude: 10 degree
Min Altitude: 0 degree

At 8:00 pm

In this model, a skylight with a length of o meter is located in rooms with 
different sizes (5m depth*3m height, 5m depth*4m height, 4m depth*4m 
height, 4m depth*3m height). As the height of the room increases and its 
depth reduces, direct light from skylight tends to cast on the north, east, 
and west interior walls instead of the floor.

This fact can be considered as a solution that, in order to avoid having 
direct light from the skylight, which hitting the resident’s eyes and casts 
on the floor and causing hallucination, the room height can be increased, 
and its depth can be reduced. 

South

South

South

South

4.5.4. Different Size of Rooms with the Same Skylight

Figure 4-5-12.
A skylight in rooms with different sizes at 9:00 am -Summer

Figure 4-5-13.
A skylight in rooms with different sizes at 12:00 pm-Summer

Figure 4-5-14.
A skylight in rooms with different sizes at 12:00 pm-Winter

Figure 4-5-15.
A skylight in rooms with different sizes at 8:00 pm-Summer

4.00 m

3.00 m

4.00 m 4.00 m

3.00 m

4.00 m 5.00 m 4.00 m
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Max Altitude: 40 degree
Min Altitude: 0 degree

At 9:00 am

Max Altitude: 63 degree
Min Altitude: 15 degree

At 12:00 pm

Max Altitude: 10 degree
Min Altitude: 0 degree

At 8:00 pm

By locating the skylight on the northern side of the room, light casts on the 
walls but not on the floor; thus, it can provide indirect light for the room.  
Windows with low sill (lower than eye level) can be a proper way to expose 
the elderly to direct light while he is in the interior space. It must be con-
sidered that this solution can be appropriate for older adults who do not 

have severe eye impairment. (Direct light on the floor can be conceived as 
a step or an object.)

South

South

South

South

4.5.5. A Room with a Window in Different Positions

Figure 4-5-12.
Different window position at 9:00 am -Summer

Figure 4-5-13.
Different window position at 12:00 pm-Summer

Figure 4-5-14.
Different window position at 12:00 pm-Winter

Figure 4-5-15.
Different window position at 8:00 pm-Summer

Max Altitude: 40 degree
Min Altitude: 0 degree

At 9:00 am

Max Altitude: 63 degree
Min Altitude: 15 degree

At 12:00 pm

Max Altitude: 10 degree
Min Altitude: 0 degree

At 8:00 pm

Skylight in the pitch roof is a proper approach in comparison to flat roof. 
During darker seasons and when light angle is less than 45 degree light 
can more easily enter this kind of skylights despite flat skylights.
In this model roofs with different angles 45, 34 and 21 degree are consid-

ered. As it is shown, the more the angle is the more direct light can enter 
when sun altitude is low. This fact is reversed when light degree is more 
than 45 degree.

South

South

South

South

4.5.6. A Room with Different Roof Angle and Skylight
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Max Altitude: 40 degree
Min Altitude: 0 degree

At 9:00 am

Max Altitude: 63 degree
Min Altitude: 15 degree

At 12:00 pm

Max Altitude: 10 degree
Min Altitude: 0 degree

At 8:00 pm

By having openings in different height and locations of the room, the 
resident has the opportunity to experience different light exposure dur-
ing a different time of the day and seasons. For example, during some-
times of the day, direct light cannot penetrate the skylight, but at noon 
it can. Therefore, it can be a subconscious hint for time orientation.    

Furthermore, a combination of a high sill window (higher than human eye 
level) and a low sill window can be considered a proper mixture. The high-
er one can be controlled and changed to diffused light in the room, and 
the low sill one can provide direct light for following the sun path and 
exposure to sunlight.

South

South

South

South

4.5.7. A Room with Windows in Different Positions

Figure 4-5-12.
Different window position at 9:00 am -Summer

Figure 4-5-13.
Different window position at 12:00 pm-Sum-
mer

Figure 4-5-14.
Different window position at 12:00 pm-Winter

Figure 4-5-15.
Different window position at 8:00 pm-Summer

4.6. Different Approaches for Proper DayLight Entrance

Different approaches for more and better daylight entrances are tested in 
a single room-scale, group of rooms together, and on a site scale.

1. In a single room, methods for providing proper diffused and direct 
light in maximum and minimum light altitude are tested. Furthermore, 
examples of useful approaches for manipulating the natural light from 
other architects are provided.

2. As a matter of fact, there is no single room in reality, and always a room 
is a part of a building. As a result, other parts of the building affect the 
daylight access for the room. Therefore, the rooms’ arrangement in 
a building for the best light access must be taken into consideration. 

3. Moreover, buildings usually appear together in a piece of land in an 
urban scale. Consequently, they affect daylight access for each other. 
Hence, their distance and position must be noticed.  

 
In conclusion, it is essential to pay attention to the different building de-
sign scales for having proper daylight access. 
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Figure 4-6-1.
Use of high sill windows and reflector device. During summer, direct light completely 
turns into diffused light and then enters the room.
Use of water body in front of the room. As the sun rays reflect from the water’s surface, it 
can increase the amount of light entering the room.

Figure 4-6-2.
Use of high sill windows and reflector device. During winter large portion of direct light 
can reach the depth of the room with the aid of the high sill window, and the reflective 
device changes some parts of the direct light into diffused light.
Use of water body in front of the room. As the sun rays reflect from the surface of the 
water, it can increase the amount of light entering the room during winter.

Winter

Daylight redirection device

Light shelves, set above standing eye level reflect 
light into a space and onto the ceiling

Traditional window for view and direct sunlight if it 
is needed.

SouthNorthSouth

Summer

SouthNorth

Daylight redirection 
device

SouthNorth

Winter

Daylight  redirection 
device

Figure 4-6-3.
Use of high sill L shap window + reflector.In summer large portion of light turns into dif-
fused light, and a little part directly enters the room.

Figure 4-6-4.
Use of high sill L shap window + reflector. This window lets the large portion of the direct 
light enter the room during winter, while the rest of the light turns into diffused light with 
the aid of the reflective device.

Daylight redirection device

Light shelves, set above standing eye level reflect light 
into a space and onto the ceiling

Traditional window for view and direct sunlight if it 
is needed.

Summer

4.6.1. High Sill Window and the Reflective Device

Direct light

Reflected light

Diffused light

Daylight redirection device

Wall with matte surface 

Figure 4-6-7.
Use of roof window with a reflective surface at the south side. During winter some parts 
of the direct light hit the reflective device and are reflected in the room. The other parts of 
the light enter the depth of the room.

Winter

SouthNorth

Daylight redirection device

Wall with matte surface 

Summer

SouthNorth

Daylight redirection device Daylight redirection device

Wall with matte surface Wall with matte surface 

Figure 4-6-5.
Use of roof window with a reflective surface at the north side. In rooms without south 
access, this roof window can be used to provide natural diffused light for the room during 
winter.

Figure 4-6-6.
Use of roof window with reflective surface at the north side. During summer direct light 
hits the wall and the wall reflects the diffused light into the room.

Winter

Summer

SouthNorth SouthNorth

4.6.1. Roof Window with Reflective Surface

Figure 4-6-8.
Use of roof window with a reflective surface at the south side. During summer the direct 
light enter the room without getting filtered.
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Wall with matte surface 

Figure 4-6-9.
Use of arch roof window. During winter some parts of the natural light directly enter the 
depth of the room and the other parts turne into diffused light.

Winter

SouthNorth

Daylight redirection 
device

Wall with matte surface 

Figure 4-6-11.
Use of arch roof window with an extended edge. During winter some parts of the natural 
light directly enter the depth of the room and the other parts turn into diffused light

Winter

SouthNorth

Curve Daylight  redirection 
device

Daylight redirection 
device

Summer

SouthNorth

Figure 4-6-12.
Use of arch roof window with an extended edge. During summer all parts of the natural 
light turn into diffused light with the aid of reflective device and the arch.

Daylight redirection 
device

Summer

SouthNorth

Figure 4-6-10.
Use of arch roof window. During summer some parts of the natural light directly enter the 
room and the other parts turne into diffused light with the aid of reflective device and the 
arch.

Daylight  redirection 
device

Curve Daylight  redirection 
device

Curve Daylight  redi-
rection device

Curve Daylight  redirection 
device

Wall with matte surface 

Wall with matte surface 

4.6.1. Arch Roof Window

Summer

Curve Daylight  redirection 
device

South

Figure 4-6-13.
Having more than one story building. If the building has more than one floor, by shifting 
the rooms horizontally, the arch roof window can be used for each room. Therefore, dif-
fused and direct natural light can be provided for the building on all the floors.

Daylight redirection 
device

Daylight redirection 
device

4.6.1. Arch Roof Window

Direct light

Reflected light

Diffused light
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4.6.1. Deep Windows and Horizontal Louvers

Summer

Winter

Winter

Figure 4-6-15.
Use of Deep windows in east, south, or west direction. Deep windows can provide dif-
fused natural light for the room in summer. As the light angle is low,  it hits the surfaces 
around the window and reflects as a diffused light into the room.

Figure 4-6-14.
Use of Deep windows in east, south or west direction. In winter deep windows let the 
direct light enter the room as the light angle is low.

Figure 4-6-16.
Use of horizontal louvers in the south facing windows. In winter direct natural light can 
enter the room as the light angle is low and it can penetrate the horizontal louvers.

Figure 4-6-17.
Use of horizontal louvers in the south facing windows. During summer, as the light angle 
in high, direct light cannot enter the room. The horizontal louvers reflect the direct light 
and create diffused light for the room. 

Summer

4.6.1. Vertical Louvers

East

East East

East
Figure 4-6-18.
By using vertical louvers, that are inclined towards the north, in windows that are facing 
east, all of the direct light turns into diffused light.

Figure 4-6-20.
As it is illustrated in the picture if the louvers incline southwards more direct light can 
enter the room and less diffused light will be created.

Figure 4-6-21.
As it is illustrated in the picture if the louvers are aligned with the east side less direct light 
can enter the room and more diffused light will be created in comparison to the situation 
where louvers inclined towards the south.

Figure 4-6-19.
As can be seen in the picture, if the light angle be alighned with east and the louvers are 
incluned towards north some direct light can enters the room.

Use of vertical louvers in the East or west-facing windows.
By using vertical louvers in windows that are facing east or west, a large 
portion of direct light turns into diffused light when the light hits the sur-
face of the louver and reflect from it into the room. In the case of vertical 
louvers, three different factors must be considered; Width of each louver, 

distances of the louvers from each other, and the angle of the louvers. 
Considering the angle of light, the activity happening inside the room, a 
different arrangement of louvers can be suitable for the room. 
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4.6.1. Different Approaches for Day-Light Entrance Examples 

Use of scoop-shaped window in the Chapel of Notre Dame Du 
Haut in France.
 
As seen in the pictures, in The Chapel of Notre Dame Du Haut by Le Corbusier, 
three scoop-shaped windows are used. This part creates a spiritual atmosphere 
underneath itself by catching the light and manipulating it into diffused light. 
From upwards towards the floor, the sunlight is tapered with the aid of its curva-
ture shape. This shower of light becomes more pronounced with the use of the 
wall’s rough texture. [25]

Figure 4-6-23.
Inside view of the scoop-shaped window

Figure 4-6-24.
Scoop-shaped window light effect 

Figure 4-6-25.
Scoop-shaped window light effect

Figure 4-6-26.
Scoop-shaped window

Figure 4-6-22.
The Chapel of Notre Dame Du Haut

4.6.1. Different Approaches for Day-Light Entrance Examples 

Use of deep windows in the Chapel of Notre Dame Du Haut in 
France.

As seen in the pictures, the deeply carved windows with different sizes are scat-
tered on the building’s south-facing wall. Some cavities open towards the out-
side, and some open towards inside. Those windows that open towards inside 
create diffused light around itself, which would accentuate its luminous pres-
ence. [25]

Figure 4-6-27.
The Chapel of Notre Dame Du Haut south facade

Figure 4-6-28.
The Chapel of Notre Dame Du Haut south facade section

Figure 4-6-29.
The Chapel of Notre Dame Du Haut south side interior view

Figure 4-6-30.
The Chapel of Notre Dame Du Haut south side 
window
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4.6.1. Different Approaches for Day-Light Entrance Examples 

Use of concrete mullions in the Monastery of Sainte Marie de la 
Tourette.

In the Monastery of Sainte Marie de la Tourette by Le Corbusier, glass walls are 
covered with concrete mullions. Not only the reflection of light from these bars 
does create more diffused light for space, but also the arrangement of these 
concrete mullions creates a rhythmic light and shadow effect on the floor, which 
induce visitors to walk around in the hallways.

Figure 4-6-31.
Monastery of Sainte Marie de la Tourette.

Figure 4-6-32.
Use of  rhythmic arrangement of concrete bars

Figure 4-6-33.
Rhythmic light and shadow

Figure 4-6-34.
Rhythmic light and shadow

4.6.1. Different Approaches for Day-Light Entrance Examples 

Use of Arch roof window in The Teharn Museum of Contemper-
oary Arts.

As can be seen in the pictures, in the Tehran Museum of contemporary arts by 
Kamran Diba, arch roof windows are used in order to change the direct light into 
diffused light. In fact, not only can direct light be harmful to the paintings, but 
also it cannot correctly present the pictures that are hanged on the wall. There-
fore, by providing diffused light for each art piece, less artificial light is neces-
sary for the exhibition.

Figure 4-6-38.
Inside view of the Arch window

Figure 4-6-35.
Teharn Museum of Contemperoary Arts

Figure 4-6-37.
Teharn Museum of Contemperoary Arts

Figure 4-6-36.
Under the arch roof window view
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Usually, in the buildings that a large number of rooms are located, all 
rooms mostly receive light from one direction. This fact is not suitable 
for PWD, considering the need to have a view towards a broader range of 
sunlight path (stimulating time orientation) and having a combination of 
indirect and direct light in the room to reduce light and shadows contrast 
and lighting the room more homogeneously.
Therefore, opportunities must be provided for the room to have more than 
one direction window access. As a matter of fact, with the aid of different 
rooms’ arrangement, we can offer a variety of natural light access for 
each room.

4.6.2. Rooms Arrangement in Plan for Better Day-Light Access

Figure 4-6-39.
The rooms’ zig-zag arrangement lets the east and the south side 
light enter the room. 

Figure 4-6-40.
By providing gaps between rooms, we can let each room receive light 
from the south and east.

Figure 4-6-42.
The gaps can partly be filled with other activities (bathroom, balcony, 
etc.) to use the space more efficiently.

Figure 4-6-41.
Here the back and forth arrangement of the rooms is tested. Al-
though some rooms receive light from two directions, this arrange-
ment is not successful for the places that went backward.

In the following pictures, different rooms arrangement in the floor plan is 
tested to find proper approaches.
As can be seen in the pictures, the zig-zag method, back and forth ar-
rangement, giving gaps between rooms, and a combination of these ap-
proaches are tested.

4.6.2. Rooms Arrangement in Plan for Better Day Light Access

Figure 4-6-43.
By combining the zig-zag and having a gap arrangement, we can let all 
the rooms receive light from the south and east direction.

Figure 4-6-44.
By combining the zig-zag and having a gap arrangement, we can let all 
the rooms receive light from the south and east direction.

Figure 4-6-45.
In this method, although three rooms have sunlight from two sides, 
rooms located in the middle just get light from one side.

Figure 4-6-46.
By providing courtyards in the middle of each two bedrooms, we gave 
them the chance to receive light from three sides.
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In order to enhance the chance to receive natural light from more than 
one direction, some approaches are tested in the section view of a sin-
gle-story building.
As can be seen in figure 4-6-47, by decreasing the corridor’s height in the 
middle of two rooms, we can provide openings with the high sill in both 
bedrooms. Moreover, by providing a small courtyard between the corridor 
and the room,  the room can receive light from two orientations. (figure 
4-6-48.)

Furthermore,  by tilting the rooms’ roof, high sill windows are created, 
which can provide another source of light besides the conventional win-
dows for all the interior spaces. (Figure 4-6-49.)
Also, arch roof windows can be used for having more access to sunlight. 
(Figure 4-6-50.)These two approaches can be used for the rooms that are 
located on the highest floor of the buildings or in the one-story buildings.

4.6.2. Rooms Arrangement in Section for More Day Light Access

Figure 4-6-48.
By providing courtyards in the middle of the bedroom and the corridor, we can let 
the room to have windows from two directions.

Figure 4-6-47.
By providing courtyards in the middle of each two bedrooms we gave 
them the chance to recieve light from three sides.

Figure 4-6-49.
By tilting the roof of each room all the rooms can get light from an 
extera orintation.

Figure 4-6-50..
By adding arch roof windows to the rooms, they can receive sunlight from two different 
orientations.

Here it is tried to test the situation where buildings have more than one 
story. As can be seen bellow, rooms are shifted backward as they go high-
er, to provide a chance for rooms also to receive light from the skylights. 
But this approach cannot be suitable for buildings with too many floors. 

Besides, the backward and forward shifting is also tested. Although this 
approach lets to have buildings with more floors, some rooms cannot 
have skylights.

South

South

4.6.2. Rooms Arrangement in Section for More Day Light Access

Figure 4-6-51.
By shifting the rooms backward, all the rooms can have a skylight beside 
their conventional window. 

Figure 4-6-52.
By shifting the rooms backward and forward, just some of the rooms can have 
a skylight beside their conventional window.  
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Building on the site must be arranged with proper distances from each 
other to not to cast a constant shadow on each other in different seasons. 
This fact must be considered that in winter, as the angle of light is low, 
longer shadows will be made. Therefore, considering the sunlight’s angle 
during colder seasons is an essential factor for placing the buildings in a 
block.
In a situation where the building’s distances are not enough, topography 
can help to reduce shadows that buildings cast on each other.
Furthermore, it is recommended to locate the taller buildings on the 
northern side and shorter buildings on the southern side. Therefore, Few-
er shadow blocks will cast on each other.

South

4.6.3. Buildings Arrangement in the Site for Better Day Light Access

South

Figure 4-6-53.
By using topography slope, we can reduce shadows that buildings cast on each other. 

Figure 4-6-54.

Fewer shadow, buildings will cast on each other if taller buildings are located on 
the northern side and shorter buildings on the southern side.

CHAPTER 5

Case Study 
Analysis

Figure 5.
Older adults gathering.

59
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5. Case Study Analysis

In order to get familiar with the characteristics of the nursing homes in 
the Netherlands and understand their general architectural features, five 
nursing homes are chosen, visited, and analyzed thoroughly. In this study 
different aspects of the nursing homes are investigated; the spaces’ ar-
chitectural features, circulations and access, and natural light access.
 
Architectural feature:
After studying the building floorplans and visiting the building itself, as-
pects like general architectural features, corridors, gardens, dining rooms, 
rooms, and bathrooms are analyzed, and their positive and negative points 
are explained.

Circulations and Access:
Circulation and access as an essential factor of the nursing homes are 
analyzed in different scales of the building; in the whole building, two ad-
jacent residential units and inside one residential unit.

Light access analysis:
First, the whole volume of the building is modeled in google sketch up 
software to understand the pattern of light and shadows in different hours 
of a day and in two seasons (August and February) in different parts of 
the building. Then, different parts of the building are categorized based on 
their similarities in receiving natural light. With the simulations’ results, 
the amount of light access in each category is presented in a table. 
Three situations of light access are considered here:
1. The room is exposed to complete direct light.
2. The room is partly exposed to the direct light.
3. The room is in complete shadow.
Finally, this information is analyzed, and their positive and negative fea-
tures are presented.
 

Conclusion:
With the leverage of these case studies results, the next two steps, which 
are creating the natural light guidelines and designing the light dementia 
paradise nursing home, can be taken with more informed decisions. 
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5.1. Boswijk Nursing Home 

Figure 5-1-1. Boswijk satellite view

Figure 5-1-4. Garden sitting area Figure 5-1-5. Windows with different height Figure 5-1-6. View from main corridor to interior spaces

Figure 5-1-2. Sitting area with outside view

Figure 5-1-3. Main entrance

Figure 5-1-7. High sill window

5.1.1. Boswijk Nursing Home General Information

Location: Laan van Voorburg 13, 5261 LS Vught, Netherlands 

Category: Nursing homes

Residents: Senior with dementia

Project year: 2008-2010

Number of residents: 120  residents, 12 residential groups

Architects: EGM architects

‘‘A place where residents with dementia can be themselves and con-
tinue enjoying their own particular way of life as much as is pos-
sible. A nursing home that is designed to be a safe haven. A 
home for residents with a wide range of wishes and needs’’. (EGM 
Architects, n.d.)
 
Boswijk nursing home is a one-story building that consists of 12 arms 
as houses that surrounds a core with covered streets and squares. This 
branch shapes maximize the interaction of the building with the garden 
around the complex.
 
In the main corridor, it is tried to mimic the real streets and outdoor ar-
eas as much as possible. In each corner of the streets, there are some 
landmarks like birdcages, child room furniture, exercise spots, and kids’ 
playground to absorb older adults’ attention and evoke their memories. 
The central area also consists of shops, restaurants, a cafe, hairdresser, 
library, art room, carpentry, and small courtyards. Furthermore, items of 
furniture like lamps, benches, plants, and flooring material in the corridor 
are similar to street furniture. All of these features taken together are try-
ing to evoke the atmosphere of a real street.

 

In front of each house, there are especial decors related to the lifestyle 
of the people living in that house. Each house has ten rooms and a big 
living room. Living rooms have windows towards the main corridor that 
can give people hint to find their own house easier. Each room has two 
windows facing different directions, thanks to the zig-zag edges of each 
house. Moreover, each room has direct access to the garden via its patio. 
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5.1.2. Boswijk Nursing Home Plans

Entrance

Resturant

Vertical Access

Communal area

Coutyard

Rooms

Bathroom

Main Corridor

Functions plan. Circulation plan.

Figure 5-1-6. Functions plan  

Figure 5-1-8. Circulation  Plan

Figure 5-1-9. A house plan

Room

Living room

Bathroom

Main corridor

Private Corridor

Balcony

Service

Private circulation

The public circulation

Main entrance

5.1.3. Boswijk Nursing Home Features

General: 
Having a village-like setting. 
Creating the main corridor as a Roofed alley.  
Use of green squares in the middle of the building. 
The use of stairs or elevator is not needed. 
Locating in nature. 
Use of horizontal high sill window with translucent glass to let the 
light enter the depth of the room in the main corridors without mak-
ing glare. 
Use of windows in different height for standing people and sitting 
people in a wheelchair. 
Use of courtyards in the middle of the building in order to let the light 
enters the heart of the building. 
Use of rough flooring in the central street to reduce light reflection 
and create a street like atmosphere. 
 
Corridors: 
Straight circulation in each branch.  
The circular shape of the main corridor is good for PWD who tends 
to wander.
Too many landmarks in the main corridor make it choatic and cannot 
help for wayfinding. 
Alley likes corridors with access to courtyards.  
Having windows from the main corridors to interior spaces helps 
with wayfinding. 
 
Garden: 
Due to the unique shape of the building, there are abundant accesses 
to the garden. 
Direct access from each room to the garden. 
Small gardens in the middle of the building. 
The garden between each branch is not well closed. 
 

Dining rooms: 
Serve as a filter between the private and public parts of the building. 
Straight access from rooms. 
A door separates it from the branch corridor that can block the view 
for residence who wants to go there. 
Have access to the garden. 
Have windows towards the main corridor.
 
Bathroom: 
Rooms does not have private bathroom
 
Rooms: 
Rooms have view of two sides due to their zig-zag shape. 
Rooms size is proper for personal belongings.

Positive features

Negative features
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5.1.4. Boswijk Houses Access and Circulation

The volume of each house is completely separate from other houses 
and they just have indirect connections; this fact helps each house to 
have a defined and recognizable identity that can reduce confusion 
for PWD way findings. (Figure 5-3.)
 

Private corridors are two loaded and do not have windows that make 
it an unappealing space. 
Rooms are arranged in a way that all the corridors are straight. This 
fact leads to better wayfinding.(Figure 5-4.)

When a resident from the left side of the house leaves his room, he 
does not enter the same garden as he leaves the house from the Liv-
ingroom. This fact will confuse PWD while using the garden. (Figure 
5-6.)

LivingroomLivingroom

Main corridor

Main corridor
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Room

Living room

Main corridor

Private Corridor

Garden

Direct connection

Indirect connection

Figure 5-1-11.

A house rooms arrangement

Figure 5-1-12.

Two houses Circulation

Figure 5-1-13.

Garden access confusion.

Figure 5-1-10.

compelete seperation of two houses rooms 

arrangement

5.1.5. Boswijk Building Light and Shadows Simulation

Figure 5-1-14.
Light and shadow plan-Summer morning Figure 5-1-17.

Light and shadow plan-Summer morning

Figure 5-1-15.
Light and shadow plan-Summer Noon Figure 5-1-18.

Light and shadow plan-Summer Noon

Figure 5-1-16.
Light and shadow plan-Summer Afternoon

Figure 5-1-19.
Light and shadow plan-Summer Afternoon

August | Morning February | Morning

August | Noon February | Noon

August | Afternoon February | Afternoon
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5.1.6. Boswijk Building Light and Shadows Analysis
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Room

As seen in the previous picture, the proportion of height and distances of the branches 
in some parts is not proper. Consequently, some branches in the north and south side 
cast shadows on the next branch. Moreover, as in some areas, corners between the 
branches are too tight, it causes constant shadows for the rooms located on the north 
side in corner regions. 
As the height of the roof in the central part is higher than the branches’ roof, it allows 
creating horizontal hight sill windows all around the main corridor; this can let the nat-
ural light enter the depth of the central area.
The natural light access within different parts of the building is illustrated in the table.

A

BF

C
D

H

G

E

Figure 5-1-20. February Afternoon

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

Table 5-1-1. 

Direct light access in each area
Direct light

Indirect light 

Shadow

Rooms with a zigzag edge can receive light from two sides and this 
condition can improve PWD’s time orientation. (figure 5-21.)
 
Although small openings towards the south lead to less heat in sum-
mer, in winter, not enough light can enter the room.
 
As the house corridor is double-loaded, no natural light can enter the 
space; this not only makes it a less appealing place but also it increas-
es PDW time orientation problems.
 
Rooms located in corners are more often in shadows especially those 
located in the north. (Red area in the picture)(figure 5-22.)
 
As can be seen in the table, rooms located in the A, D, and E areas have 
morning light in all seasons.
 
Rooms located in the G areas just receive morning light during cold 
seasons while morning light is a vital element in all seasons for PWD.
 
Rooms located in G and E areas have uncontrolled summer noon light 
which leads to overheating and glare.
 
Rooms located in B, C, and G areas experience intensive evening light 
during summer that not only causes glare due to the low light angle 
but also may cause inconvenience for PWD sleeping.

5.1.7. Boswijk Building Light and Shadows Conclusion

Figure 5-1-21. Zigzag edges of the buidling

Figure 5-1-22. Corners lack of light access

Positive features

Both positive and negative

Negative features
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5.2. Vivaldi Nursing Home

Figure 5-2-1. Vivaldi satellite view Figure 5-2-2. Vivaldi interaction with nature 

Figure 5-2-3. Use of windows with different size and sill height Figure 5-2-4. Natural light in the corridor. Figure 5-2-5. The corridor view.

5.2.1. Vivaldi Nursing Home General Information

Location: ZOETERMEER, Netherlands

Category: Nursing homes

Residents: Senior with dementia

Project year: 2010

Number of residents: 192 residents, 24 residential groups

Architects: SEED architects

Vivaldi building is a nursing home located on an island surrounded by wa-
ter and nature.  The building is in the shape of a tree with eight branches 
with three stories. This shape maximizes the interaction of the building 
with nature.
 
Each wing consists of 8 rooms with a one-loaded corridor facing the gar-
den. Each wing is connected to the body of the building via a living room. 
Each two living rooms are connected to a balcony. At the end of each 
branch, there is a balcony that provides a nice view for people who reach 
the end of the corridor. The corridor windows are in different sizes and 
heights to offer different views of the garden while providing natural light 
for space. As a result, the corridor is never a dull place for residences and 
staff. 
 
On the west side of the complex, four living rooms are close to each other, 
which provides more chances for people for communication. But on the 
east side, there is a plaza between the south and north living rooms. The 
west and east side of the complex are connected via a glass atrium that 
can act as an anchor point for the residences.
 
The entrance of the complex opened up towards a big plaza attached to 
the body of the building. In the plaza, activities like sport, shops, restau-

rants, health centers are located. 
 
The architects’ main goal besides providing a high quality of living for 
older adults was to create a building that can be adapted easily for a fu-
ture change of use in 40 years or longer. So, the rooms’ layouts and the 
structure of the building are designed so that rooms can be easily merged 
and create a bigger house.
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5.2.2. Vivaldi Nursing Home Plans

Reception

Public plaza

Service

Living room

Private corridor

Main corridor

Rooms

Figure 5-3-6. Functions plan  Figure 5-2-6. Circulation  

Figure 5-2-7. A house plan

Room

Living room

Bathroom

Main corridor

Private Corridor

Garden

Service

Balcony

Private circulation

The public circulation

Main entrance

Functions plan. Circulation plan. General:
Institutional atmosphere. (big scale)
Integration with nature.
Controlled noon light in summer in deep terraces and during noon in winter, 
direct light can enter the building due to its low altitude.
Use of windows in different height and sizes.

Corridors:
Corridors are one loaded with windows.
straight corridors which leads to better way finding.
Balconies at the dead ends.
Long corridors
Straight way to living room.

Garden:
Secured garden with 3 sides building and one side water.
No Direct access from each house to the garden.
No semi open space between the interior spaces and exterior space.

Dining rooms:
At least each two dining rooms have access to each other and this will fa-
cilititate social interaction between houses.
Have direct access to balcony.
Dining rooms located in north side are constantly in shadows.
A Glass wall separate the living room from the corridor that on one hand 
this makes the place always visible for PWD but on the other hand it creates 
an instutional atmosphere.

Bathroom:
All the rooms have private bathroom.

5.2.3. Vivaldi Nursing Home Features

Rooms:
Rooms size is proper for personal belongings.
No memory box in front of the rooms.

Positive features

Double-edged 

Negative features
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5.2.4. Vivaldi Houses Access and Circulation

Living roomLiving room

Living roomLiving room
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Room Room Room

Private corridor
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Private corridor

Room Room Room

Room
Living room
Main corridor
Private Corridor
Garden
Balcony
Direct connection
Indirect connection

Direct connections of the living rooms enhance the communication 
among residenses; but, it may cause confusion for way finding as 
each house does not have a completely separate identity.

Private corridors are one loaded and PWD have the opportunity to 
have plenty of windows. This fact enhances the quality of the corri-
dors.
Rooms are arranged in a way that all the corridors are straight. This 
fact leads to better way finding.

As there is no direct access from each house to the garden, without 
the nurses help residents cannot use the garden.

Rooms Rooms

Livingrooms

Garden

Figure 5-2-8. A house plan

Figure 5-2-9. A house plan

Figure 5-2-10. 
Two houses circulation

5.2.5. Vivaldi Building Light and Shadows Simulation

Figure 5-2-11.
Light and shadow plan
Summer morning

Figure 5-2-14.
Light and shadow plan
Summer morning

Figure 5-2-12.
Light and shadow plan
Summer noon

Figure 5-2-15.
Light and shadow plan
Summer noon

Figure 5-2-13.
Light and shadow plan 
Summer afternoon

Figure 5-2-16.
Light and shadow plan
Summer afternoon

August | Morning February | Morning

August | Noon February | Noon

August | Afternoon February | Afternoon
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5.2.6. Vivaldi Building Light and Shadows Analysis
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Figure 5-2-17. February Afternoon
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Table 5-2-1.
Direct light access in each area

As it can be observed from the previous page, the height of the building and the branch-
es’ distance are proportionate that no branch’s shadows cast on the next branch even 
in winter when the light angle is so low. In the branches, rooms are either facing north-
east or south-west, and there are no rooms with the chance to receive light from two 
sides. Living rooms located on the north side receive natural light from the north direc-
tion. As these living rooms are surrounded by two big branches from left and right, they 
are entirely deprived of direct daylight during the whole year.  
The natural light access in different parts of the building is illustrated in the table.

5.2.7. Vivaldi Building Light and Shadows Conclusion

All houses have one loaded corridors with natural light access from 
one side.
 
All the rooms and corridors in each house have openings with different 
sizes for standing people and sitting people in a wheelchair.
 
Just a little tilting of the building towards the north-south direction 
lets more light enters the room in winter. (Figure 5-34.)
 
Due to the height of the building (rooms located in corners near to 
the building spine) are more often in the shadows. (Figure 5-35.) 
 
Rooms located in A, C, and E areas have morning light in all seasons.
 
Rooms located in E areas receive controlled light at noon in summer 
but direct sunlight in winter.
 
Rooms located in B and D areas receive intensive evening light during 
summer.
 
Rooms located in F areas are always in the shadows.
 
Rooms located in E areas experience intense direct light and warmth 
during summer. (due to Lack of canopy)

Morning

Summer

Winter

AfternoonNoon

Figure 5-2-19. Direct light access

Figure 5-2-18. No direct light in the corner

Positive features

Negative features
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5.3. Hogeweyk Nursing Home

Figure 5-3-1. Hogeweyk satellite view Figure 5-3-2. Hogeweyk garden view 

Figure 5-3-4. Hogeweyk garden view Figure 5-3-5. Hogeweyk bird eye viewFigure 5-3-3. Hogeweyk entrance yard

5.3.1. Hogeweyk Nursing Home General Information

The main concept of this nursing home is to provide a condition for peo-
ple to continue their life in the way they are used to, even though they are 
living in a nursing home.
 
Hogeweyk to achieve its goal provides a village-like setting in which peo-
ple can freely move in squares and boulevards and use the facilities (bar-
bershop, shops, restaurants,  bar,  theatre, carpentry, multi-purpose hall, 
and shops) that are located in different parts of the village.  Therefore 
residents can do their daily activities freely as they did before. Moreover, 
facilities like bar, theater, and restaurant can be used by the surrounding 
neighborhood to create a more real-life atmosphere for the residents and 
provide an opportunity for older adults to interact with other people.
 
The building has a significant focus on outdoor areas. There are six 
squares that each of them has a unique feature to be recognizable for 
the residences. Squares are connected via boulevards, while houses 
and facilities surround them. All the houses living rooms that are on the 
ground floor open up towards a courtyard that encourages residence 
to use the outdoor areas. Houses on the second floor have balconies 
that are connected via bridges; this would let the residents walk around 
and have access to other houses without the need to go downstairs.  
Furthermore, houses are categorized into seven different lifestyles; 

Goois (upper class), homey, Christian, artisan, Indonesian, and cul-
tural. This approach would give the residents the chance to live in a 
house that matches their previous lifestyles and share their homes 
with people who have more in common.  This lifestyle is reflected in 
the interior architecture and layout of the house, the interaction of the 
people in the group, and the nurses, as well as their daily activities. 

 

Location: Heemraadweg 1, 1382 GV Weesp, Netherlands

Category: Nursing homes

Residents: Senior with dementia

Project year: 2009

Number of residents: 152 residents, 23 residential groups

Architects: Molenaar&Bol&VanDillen Architects
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5.3.2. Hogeweyk Nursing Home General Information

Room

Living room

Bathroom

Main corridor

Private Corridor

Garden

Service

Figure 5-3-7. A house plan

Reception

Resturant

Barbershop

Shop

Carpentry

Physiotherapy

Multi purpose

Vertical Access

Rooms

Bathroom

Office rooms

Functions plan. Circulation plan.

Figure 5-3-6. Circulation  Figure 5-3-6. Functions plan  

Way towards shop

Way towards houses

Public corridor

Exterior path

Main entrance

5.3.3. Hogeweyk Nursing Home Features

General:
Having a village like features.
Focusing on freedom of the resident. 
not enough elevator to the first floor.
Smart elevator.
For a room which does not have enough windows from sides, sky-
light is considered.
Use of moveable canopies in front of the living rooms. in the garden 
for creating a semi open area.
Use of Garden umbrella in the roof gardens.
Use of bridges to connect the terraces.

Corridors:
some corridors do not have window.
So many doors in a small entrance hall can be confusing.
There are some complex ways to reach the dining hall from the bed-
room.

Garden:
Secured garden
4 gardens with unique landmarks. 
Semi open area in the garden.

Dining rooms:
Have direct access to garden or Balcony.
All have windows from 2 sides.
Two dining rooms located in the west side of the building does not 
have enough opening due to their location.
A door separates it from the corridor. (Block the direct view from the 
resident)

Bathroom:
No private bathroom
Bathroom with south side window

Rooms:
Rooms size is not proper for personal belongings.
No memory box in front of the rooms.

Positive features

Double-edged 

Negative features
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5.3.4. Hogeweyk Houses Access and Circulation
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Room

Room

Room

Room

One house has two access from two different sides to the exterior 
area; this situation can cause confusion for residents wayfinding re-
grading having access to the exterior area and coming back to the 
house.

In some parts where the number of rooms in a corridor is less than 
four the corridor is three loaded with no window towards outside.
Where the number of rooms is more than three the corridor is one 
loaded with a window towards the alley.
Rooms are arranged in a way that all the corridors are straight. This 
fact leads to better wayfinding.

Two Livingroom of two houses have no direct connection and have 
a poor visual connection that lowers the chance of communication. 
While they share a corridor of private rooms. This fact may confuse 
residence and blurred the identity of each house.

Room
Living room
Alley
Private Corridor
Garden
Direct connection in interior spaces
Indirect connection
Connection from exterior to interior

Figure 5-3-8. Two houses conncetion

Figure 5-3-9. 
One loaded and three loaded corridors

Figure 5-3-10.
Two different access two exterior areas

Figure 5-3-11.
Two houses Circulation

5.3.5. Hogeweyk Buidling Light and Shadows Simulation

Figure 5-3-12.
Light and shadow plan
Summer morning

Figure 5-3-15.
Light and shadow plan
Summer morning

Figure 5-3-13.
Light and shadow plan
Summer noon

Figure 5-3-16.
Light and shadow plan
Summer noon

Figure 5-3-14.
Light and shadow plan Sum-
mer afternoon

Figure 5-3-17.
Light and shadow plan
Summer afternoon

August | Morning February | Morning

August | Noon February | Noon

August | Afternoon February | Afternoon
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Figure 5-3-18.
Light and shadow plan
February Afternoon

Table 5-3-1.
Direct light access in each area

5.3.6. Hogeweyk Building Light and Shadows Analysis
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The building maximum height is two stories that can minimize the amount of shadows 
buildings cast on each other.
Houses has L or U shapes and rooms windows face different directions. In the left side 
of the building where the courtyards are smaller it is more probable that rooms exper-
ince more shadows in winter.
The natural light acess in different parts of the building is illustarted in the table.

A1

B

B

C2

C1

D

D

E

F

A2

A1
A2
B

C1
C2
D
E
F

The use of canopy on the south side of the building leads to having controlled 
noon light in summer but in winter light still can enter the room due to its low 
angle degree.(Figure 5-3-19.)

Having small courtyards on the left side of the building leads to constant 
shadows for some rooms. (Figure 5-3-20.)

The use of four seasons greenery in front of the rooms that are facing south 
is a proper solution to have proper light in both summer and winter. (Figure 
5-3-21.
 
Rooms located in D and E areas have morning light in all seasons. 

Rooms located in A2, C2, F, and G areas are experiencing uncontrolled sum-
mer noon light.

Rooms located in C1, C2, and F areas have intensive evening light during 
summer.

Rooms located in  B and E areas are always in the shadows during the winter.

Rooms located in A1 areas have controlled light at noon in summer but direct 
light in winter.

5.3.7. Hogeweyk Building Light And Shadows Conclusion

Morning AfternoonNoon

Summer Winter

Summer Winter

Figure 5-3-19.

Effect of canopy.

Figure 5-3-20.

Rooms located at the north side in corners can never receive direct light.

Figure 5-3-21.

Effect of four seasons greenary.

Positive features

Negative features
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5.4. Hof Van Nassau  Nursing Home

Figure 5-4-1. 

Hof van nassau satellite view

Figure 5-4-4. 

Hof van nassau garden view 

Figure 5-4-6. 

Hof van nassau alley view 

Figure 5-4-5. 

Hof van nassau Corridor

Figure 5-4-2. 

Hogeweyk bird eye view

Figure 5-4-3. 

Hof van nassau street view

5.4.1. Hof Van Nassau  General Information

Location: Lindenburghlaan 7, 4651 TM Steenbergen, Netherlands

Category: Nursing homes and Daycare

Residents: Senior with dementia and somatic

Project year: 2018

Number of residents: 120 residents, 13 residential groups

Architects: Hans Toornstra architect partner

Hof van Nassau is designed to house older adults with dementia and so-
matics problems. This complex consists of 120 rooms that are divided 
into 13 houses. It has a village-like atmosphere in which houses surround 
four internal gardens. The building has two floors with pitched roofs that 
recall the characteristics of traditional Duch houses. Houses are differen-
tiated via different colors and texture of their facade bricks. This mini-vil-
lage also has a restaurant, grocery shop, barbershop, and workshops. All 
these characteristics offer a non-institutional atmosphere.
 
Furthermore, this complex emphasizes people’s freedom without com-
promising their safety by providing smart wrestle bands.  There are four 
zones in which residence based on their condition can use: the house, the 
courtyard, the restaurant, and the outside neighborhood. Doors and ele-
vators also have smart technologies in order to facilitate their freedom. 
Smart floors (reducing falls), smart older adult diapers, smart hip protec-
tion belts, and smart glasses for augmented reality for nurses are other 
technologies that are offered by Hof van Nassau.

People from outside can also use the restaurant and cafe; therefore, this 
part can act as a buffer zone where residents and people can interact with 
each other.

This complex also pays attention to outdoor areas by creating four unique 
courtyards connected via alleys that are surrounded by shops and activ-
ity rooms.  Moreover, on the second floor, there are few roof gardens and 
balconies connected via bridges; therefore, people on the second floor are 
not deprived of direct access to outside areas.
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5.4.2. Hof Van Nassau  Plans

Room

Living room

Bathroom

Main corridor

Private Corridor

Garden

Service

Balcony

Figure 5-4-9. Circulation plan 

Figure 5-4-8. A house plan

Functions plan. Circulation plan.

Figure 5-4-7. Functions plan  

Way towards shop

Way towards houses

Exterior path

Main entrance

Reception

Resturant

Barbershop

Shop

Carpentry

Physiotherapy

Multi purpose

Vertical Access

Residence

Bathroom

5.4.3. Hof Van Nassau Nursing Home Features

General: 
Having a village-like feature. 
Freedom of the residents.  
Houses are distinct and recognizable. 
There are clear reference points for wayfinding in the courtyard. 
 
Corridors: 
There are no roofed corridors from private unite to public units this will cause 
difficulties in extreme weather for staffs who wants to move from one place 
to another. 
Some corridors do not have windows. 
Some corridors are too long and double-loaded (north section). 
 
Garden: 
Four unique gardens can act as a reference for wayfinding. 
There are some semi-open areas in the garden. 
There is no direct access from each room to the garden. 
Small Roof gardens for people on the second floor allow the PWD to use the 
outside area more often. 
Just 18 rooms out of 54 rooms have windows towards the garden that can 
lower the encouragement for PWD to use the garden. 
 
Dining rooms: 
All dining rooms have direct access to the garden. 
Have windows from 2 sides. 
A door separates the dining room from the corridor. (Block the direct view) 
 
Bathroom: 
All rooms have a private bathroom. 
 
Rooms: 
Rooms size is proper for personal belongings. 
There are memory boxes in front of the rooms. 

Smart technology: 
Smart wristband for controlling and finding the resident is used. 
Use of smart glasses for employees for Augmented Reality. 
Smart floor. 
Smart elevator. 
Smart door handles.

Positive features

Negative features
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5.4.4. Hof Van Nassau Houses Access and Circulation

All of the houses except one just has one entrance to the garden; this will pre-
vent confusion in wayfinding.
Although one of the houses has two access from two different sides to the 
exterior area they both end up in the same garden. Therefore, in contrast to the 
Hogeweyk, case, it will not cause confusion for wayfinding.

All private corridors are two loaded with no window towards outside. 
Rooms are arranged in a way that corridors have T shape that is not as easy 
as straight one in the wayfinding.

Indirect connection of the living rooms and completely separate corridors help 
each house to have a defined and separated identity. This fact reduces con-
fusion.

Figure 5-4-10.
Two houses does not have direct conncetions

Figure 5-4-11. T shaped corridors.

Figure 5-4-12. Two different access two garden

Figure 5-4-13. Three houses Circulation

Room

Living room

Alley

Private Corridor

Garden

Direct connection in interior spaces

Indirect connection

Connection from exterior to interior

5.4.5. Hof Van Nassau Buidling Light and Shadows Simulation

August | Morning February | Morning

August | Noon February | Noon

August | Afternoon February | Afternoon

Figure 5-4-14.

Light and shadow plan

Summer morning

Figure 5-4-17.

Light and shadow plan

Summer morning

Figure 5-4-15.

Light and shadow plan

Summer noon

Figure 5-4-18.

Light and shadow plan

Summer noon

Figure 5-4-16.

Light and shadow plan

Summer afternoon

Figure 5-4-19.

Light and shadow plan

Summer afternoon
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5.4.6. Hof Van Nassau Building Light and Shadows Analysis
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Table 5-4-1. Direct light access in each area

Direct light

Indirect light 

Shadow

A
B
C
D
E
F

Figure 5-4-20. Light and shadow plan

February Afternoon

Based on the natural light simulation in the previous page, the proportion of the height 
of the buildings and the size of the courtyard seems to be proper. So, no residence or 
parts of the courtyard is always in constant shadow. 
However, in terms of natural light access, it can be seen that rooms are facing dif-
ferent directions and the proper natural light direction is not taken into account for 
each room. Moreover, all the rooms just have a window from one side. But in the 
case of living rooms, they all have windows towards both the south and the north; 
this can be considered as a positive point as the room can receive more natural light.  
The amount of natural light access in different parts of the building is illustrated in the 
table.

5.4.7. Hof Van Nassau Building Light and Shadows Conclusion

Summer Winter

Tall windows can let the light enter the depth of the room.(Figure 5-4-20.)
 
Balconies in the west-south side with canopies protect the residents from 
harsh summer light and let the light enter the room in winter.(Figure 5-4-21.)
 
The use of a semi-open area in the courtyard encourages usage of the open 
area even in not very pleasant weather. It will increase the chances of expo-
sure of residence to sunlight. (Figure 5-4-22.)
 
Rooms located in the A, C, and E areas have morning light in all seasons. (Ta-
ble 5-4-1.)

Rooms located in the E and F areas experience controlled light at noon in sum-
mer but direct light in winter.(Table 5-4-1.)

Rooms located in the D area have harsh evening light during summer.(Table 
5-4-1.)
 
Rooms located in the B area are always in the shadows in winter.(Table 5-4-1.)
 
Rooms located in the A areas experience severe light and warmth during sum-
mer. (due to Lack of window filters or canopy)(Table 5-4-1.)
 

Figure 5-4-22.

Effect of canopy.

Figure 5-4-23.

Semi-open area.

Figure 5-4-21.

Light entrance to the depth of the room.

Positive features

Negative features
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5.5. De Klinkenberg  Nursing Home

Figure 5-5-1. De klinkenberg bird eye view

Figure 5-5-4. De klinkenberg Corridor

Figure 5-5-5. De klinkenberg buildings distances

Figure 5-5-3.  De klinkenberg roomFigure 5-5-2. De klinkenberg centeral yard

5.5.1. The Klinkenberg  Nursing Home

Location: Amsterdamseweg 56, 6712 GZ Ede, Netherlands

Category: Nursing home

Residents: Senior with dementia

Project year: 2015 – 2018

Number of residents: 120 apartments, 10 residents as a group

Architects: studio id

The Klinkenberg nursing home is designed to house 120 older adults with 
dementia and somatic problems. This building consists of four blocks that 
surround a square. As the square is open form two sides, it is useable not 
only by the residences but also by the neighborhood. These characteris-
tics of the building express the feeling of a typical apartment building that 
tried to blend in the neighborhood rather than an institutional building.
 
Blocks located at the north side have four stories while the blocks at the 
south side have three stories. Each of the two blocks located in south 
and north are connected to each other via bridges with glass walls. These 
bridges can act as anchor points for residence from each block to meet 
people from the other blocks while having a nice view of the surroundings.  

Next to the building, there is a small animal farm and a park with sports 
facilities where residents and the neighbors can visit and use. This will 
create an opportunity for the residence to interact with outside people.

The building has a great focus on the interior design of the houses. Each 
house has a different wallpaper and furniture colors to be recognizable 
for the residences. Moreover, in front of each room, memory boxes and 
shelves are designed for people to personalized the entrance of their 
room. Furthermore, each room has a small window towards the corridor, 

to provide a view from hallway to room and vise versa. All of these factors 
taken together can facilitate people’s wayfindin
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Room

Living room

Bathroom

Vertical access

Private Corridor

Balcony

Bridge

Central yard

Figure 5-5-8. Circulation plan 

Figure 5-5-7. A house plan

Ways towards the next house  

Ways towards rooms

Exterior path

Main entrance

Functions plan. Circulation plan.

Figure 5-5-6. Functions plan  

5.5.2. De Klinkenberg  Nursing Home Plans 5.5.3. De Klinkenberg Nursing Home Features

General: 
The building has normal residential apartment features. 
The building is located in the park. 
Use of moveable canopies for windows on the south side of the building. 
Use of garden umbrella in the terraces on the top floors which does not have 
a roof. 
 
Corridors: 
Long corridors. 
Corridors do not have windows. 
There is direct access from the corridor to the neighborhood room. 
There are sitting areas in the corridor. 
 
Garden: 
No Secured garden. 
There is no semi-open space between the interior spaces and exterior space. 
There is no direct access from each house to the garden. 
 
Neighborhood room: 
Have direct access to the terrace. 
Two neighborhood rooms have access to each other via a bridge. 
 
Bathroom: 
Each room has a private bathroom. 
 
Rooms: 
Rooms size is proper for personal belongings. 
There are memory boxes in front of the rooms. 
 
Smart technology: 
Smart wristbands for finding the resident are used. 
 
 

Positive features

Negative features
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5.5.4. De Klinkenberg Houses Access and Circulation
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Livingroom
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Balcony

Balcony

All the private corridors are two loaded; therefore, there are windows in neither 
side of the hallway (just at the end of the corridor windows are locate). Conse-
quently, no enough visual access towards the outside is provided.
 
Rooms are arranged in a way that all the corridors are straight. This fact leads 
to better wayfinding.

All the living rooms have a balcony towards the central yard. Therefore, resi-
dents have a visual connection towards the yard and other neighbors from the 
living room.

Indirect connection of the living rooms and completely separate corridors 
combining with different colors of interior design help each house to have a 
defined and distinctive identity. This fact reduces the confusion for residents 
wayfinding.

There is no direct access from each house to the outside area. Consequently, 
the residents’ access to the garden without the help of a caretaker can be 
challenging or impossible. Therefore, this would reduce the chance of resi-
dents using the exterior area.

Room

Living room

Alley

Private Corridor

Balcony

Central yard

Direct connection in interior spaces

Indirect connection

Figure 5-5-12. Circulation plan 

Figure 5-5-9. 
Two houses conncetion

Figure 5-5-10. 
Straight hallway

Figure 5-5-11. 
Balconies visual connection

Figure 5-5-13.
Light and shadow plan
Summer morning

Figure 5-5-16.
Light and shadow plan
Summer morning

Figure 5-5-14.
Light and shadow plan
Summer noon

Figure 5-5-17.
Light and shadow plan

Summer noon

Figure 5-5-15.
Light and shadow plan Sum-
mer afternoon

Figure 5-5-18.
Light and shadow plan
Summer afternoon

5.5.6. De Klinkenberg Buidling Light and Shadows Simulation

August | Morning February | Morning

August | Noon February | Noon

August | Afternoon February | Afternoon
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4.5. De Klinkenberg Building Light and Shadows Analysis
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A
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C1
C2
D
E
F
G
H

Figure 5-5-19.
Light and shadow plan
February Afternoon
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Table 5-5-1. Direct light access in each area

Direct light

Indirect light 

Shadow

The natural light simulation in the previous page is showing that the proportion of the 
height of the buildings and their distances does not seem to be entirely proper. Al-
though two buildings on the south side are shorter than the two buildings on the north 
side to lower the amount of shadow they cast, during winter, some parts of building 
number 2 and number 3 are always in the shadow of the next building. This fact is 
showing that their distances are not enough.
In terms of rooms access to direct natural light, it can be seen that rooms randomly are 
facing different directions, and the proper natural light direction for the older adults’ 
health is not taken into account for each room.
The amount of natural light access in different parts of the building is illustrated in the 
table.

1.
2.

3.
4.

By locating the taller buildings on the north side of the site and the shorter 
building in the south, buildings cast less shadow on each other.

Not standard distance between two building which facing south leads to con-
stant shadow in winter while in summer it is experiencing extreme heat and 
light.

 
 
Rooms that are facing south are equipped with moving canopies. 

There is no variety of window sizes considering which direction window is 
facing or the activities happening inside the building to adjust the amount of 
light needed in each space.
 
Rooms located in C1, C2, E, and G receive morning light in all seasons.

 

4.5. De Klinkenberg Building Light And Shadows Conclusion

South South

South South

Summer

Summer

Winter

Winter

Rooms located in A and G areas experience extreme noon light during summer.
 
Rooms in H and G’ areas are always in the shadows in winter.
 
Rooms in G, G’, and E areas receive extreme light and warmth during summer.

Rooms located in A, D, and F areas experience intense evening light during sum-
mer.

Figure 5-5-20.
Tall and short building location

Figure 5-5-21.
Not enough distance between 
buildings

Figure 5-5-22.
moving canopy

Positive features

Negative features
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General: 
Having a village-like setting. 
Creating the main corridor as a Roofed alley.  
Use of green squares in the middle of the building. 
The use of stairs or elevator is not needed. 
Locating in nature. 
Use of horizontal high sill window with translucent glass 
to let the light enter the depth of the room in the main 
corridors without making glare. 
Use of windows in different height for standing people 
and sitting people in a wheelchair. 
Use of courtyards in the middle of the building in order to 
let the light enters the heart of the building. 
Use of rough flooring in the central street to reduce light 
reflection and create a street like atmosphere. 
Corridors: 
Straight circulation in each branch.  
The circular shape of the main corridor is good for PWD 
who tends to wander.
Too many landmarks in the main corridor make it choatic 
and cannot help for wayfinding. 
Alley likes corridors with access to courtyards.  
Having windows from the main corridors to interior 
spaces helps with wayfinding. 
Garden: 
Due to the unique shape of the building, there are abun-
dant accesses to the garden. 
Direct access from each room to the garden. 
Small gardens in the middle of the building. 
The garden between each branch is not well closed. 
Dining rooms: 
Serve as a filter between the private and public parts of 
the building. 
Straight access from rooms. 
A door separates it from the branch corridor that can 
block the view for residence who wants to go there. 
Have access to the garden. 
Have windows towards the main corridor. 
Bathroom: 
Rooms does not have private bathroom 
Rooms: 
Rooms have view of two sides due to their zig-zag shape. 
Rooms size is proper for personal belongings.
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Room
Living room
Bathroom
Main corridor
Private Corridor
Garden
Balcony
Service

Appartment 
Neighborehood area
Staircase 
Bridge
Private corridor
Balcony

Appartment 
Neighborehood area
Staircase 
Bridge
Private corridor
Balcony

Room
Living room
Bathroom
Entrance hall
Corridor
Balcony
Garden
Service

Room
Living room
Bathroom
Entrance hall
Corridor
Garden
Service

3. Hogeweyk Nursing Home 4. Hof van Nassau Nursing Home2. Vivaldi Nursing Home1. Boswijk Nursing Home 5. De klinkenberg Nursing Home

Reception
Resturant
Barbershop
Shop
Carpentry
Physiotherapy
Multi purpose
Vertical Access
Residence
Bathroom

Room
Living room
Bathroom
Main corridor
Private Corridor
Garden
Service

Reception
Resturant
Barbershop
Shop
Carpentry
Physiotherapy
Multi purpose
Vertical Access
Rooms
Bathroom
Office rooms

Entrance
Resturant
Vertical access
Communal area
Coutyard
Rooms
Bathroom
Main Corridor

Reception
Public plaza
Service
Living room
Private corridor
Main corridor
Rooms

General: 
The building has normal residential apartment features. 
The building is located in the park. 
Use of moveable canopies for windows on the south side 
of the building. 
Use of garden umbrella in the terraces on the top floors 
which does not have a roof. 
Corridors: 
Long corridors. 
Corridors do not have windows. 
There is direct access from the corridor to the neighbor-
hood room. 
There are sitting areas in the corridor. 
Garden: 
No Secured garden. 
There is no semi-open space between the interior spaces 
and exterior space. 
There is no direct access from each house to the garden. 
Neighborhood room: 
Have direct access to the terrace. 
Two neighborhood rooms have access to each other via 
a bridge. 
Bathroom: 
Each room has a private bathroom. 
Rooms: 
Rooms size is proper for personal belongings. 
There are memory boxes in front of the rooms. 
Smart technology: 
Smart wristbands for finding the resident are used.

General: 
Having a village-like feature. 
Freedom of the residents.  
Houses are distinct and recognizable. 
There are clear reference points for wayfinding in the 
courtyard. 
Corridors: 
There are no roofed corridors from private unite to 
public units this will cause difficulties in extreme 
weather for staffs who wants to move from one place 
to another. 
Some corridors do not have windows. 
Some corridors are too long and double-loaded 
(north section). 
Garden: 
Four unique gardens can act as a reference for 
wayfinding. 
There are some semi-open areas in the garden. 
There is no direct access from each room to the 
garden. 
Small Roof gardens for people on the second floor 
allow the PWD to use the outside area more often. 
Just 18 rooms out of 54 rooms have windows to-
wards the garden that can lower the encouragement 
for PWD to use the garden. 
Dining rooms: 
All dining rooms have direct access to the garden. 
Have windows from 2 sides. 
A door separates the dining room from the corridor. 
(Block the direct view) 
Bathroom: 
All rooms have a private bathroom. 
Rooms: 
Rooms size is proper for personal belongings. 
There are memory boxes in front of the rooms. 
Smart technology: 
Smart wristband for controlling and finding the res-
ident is used. 
Use of smart glasses for employees for Augmented 
Reality. 
Smart floor. 
Smart elevator. 
Smart door handles.

General:
Having a village like features.
Focusing on freedom of the resident. 
Not enough elevator to the first floor.
For a room which does not have enough windows 
from sides, skylight is considered.
Use of moveable canopies in front of the living rooms. 
in the garden for creating a semi open area.
Use of Garden umbrella in the roof gardens.
Use of bridges to connect the terraces.
Corridors:
Some corridors do not have window.
So many doors in a small entrance hall can be 
confusing.
There are some complex ways to reach the dining 
hall from the bedroom.
Garden:
Secured garden
4 gardens with unique landmarks. 
Semi open area in the garden.
Dining rooms:
Have direct access to garden or Balcony.
All have windows from 2 sides.
Two dining rooms located in the west side of the 
building does not have enough opening due to their 
location.
A door separates it from the corridor. (Block the direct 
view from the resident)
Bathroom:
No private bathroom
Bathroom with south side window
Rooms:
Rooms size is not proper for personal belongings.
No memory box in front of the rooms.
Smart technology: 
Smart elevator.

General:
Institutional atmosphere. (big scale)
Integration with nature.
Controlled noon light in summer in deep terraces 
and during noon in winter, direct light can enter the 
building due to its low altitude.
Use of windows in different height and sizes.
Corridors:
Corridors are one loaded with windows.
Straight corridors which leads to better way finding.
Balconies at the dead ends.
Long corridors
Straight way to living room.
Garden:
Secured garden with 3 sides building and one side 
water.
No Direct access from each house to the garden.
No semi open space between the interior spaces and 
exterior space.
Dining rooms:
At least each two dining rooms have access to 
each other and this will facilititate social interaction 
between houses.
Have direct access to balcony.
Dining rooms located in north side are constantly in 
shadows.
A Glass wall separate the living room from the corridor 
that on one hand this makes the place always visible 
for PWD but on the other hand it creates an instutional 
atmosphere.
Bathroom:
All the rooms have private bathroom.
Rooms:
Rooms size is proper for personal belongings.
No memory box in front of the rooms.

3. Hogeweyk Nursing Home 4. Hof van Nassau Nursing Home2. Vivaldi Nursing Home1. Boswijk Nursing Home 5. De klinkenberg Nursing Home

The volume of each house is completely sepa-
rate from other houses and they just have indirect 
connections; this fact helps each house to have a 
defined and recognizable identity that can reduce 
confusion for PWD way findings.

Private corridors are two loaded and do not have 
windows that make it an unappealing space. 
Rooms are arranged in a way that all the corridors 
are straight. This fact leads to better wayfinding.

When a resident from the left side of the house 
leaves his room, he does not enter the same gar-
den as he leaves the house from the Livingroom. 
This fact will confuse PWD while using the gar-
den.

As there is no direct access from each house to 
the garden, without the nurses help residents can-
not use the garden.

One house has two access 
from two different sides to the 
exterior area; this situation 
can cause confusion for res-
idents wayfinding regrading 
having access to the exterior 
area and coming back to the 
house.

Although one of the houses has two access 
from two different sides to the exterior area they 
both end up in the same garden. Therefore, in 
contrast to the Hogeweyk, case, it will not cause 
confusion for wayfinding. 

Private corridors are one loaded and PWD have 
the opportunity to have plenty of windows. This 
fact enhances the quality of the corridors.
Rooms are arranged in a way that all the corridors 
are straight. This fact leads to better way finding.

In some parts where the number of rooms in a hall 
is less than four the corridor is three loaded with no 
window towards outside.
Where the number of rooms is more than 3 the cor-
ridor is one loaded with a window towards the alley.
Rooms are arranged in a way that all the corridors 
are straight. This fact leads to better wayfinding.

All private corridors are two loaded with no window 
towards outside.
Rooms are arranged in a way that corridors have 
T shape that is not as easy as straight one in the 
wayfinding.
All of the houses except one just has one entrance 
to the garden; this will prevent confusion in way-
finding.

All the private corridors are two loaded; therefore, 
there are windows in neither side of the hallway 
(just at the end of the corridor windows are locate). 
Consequently, no enough visual access towards the 
outside is provided.
Rooms are arranged in a way that all the corridors 
are straight. This fact leads to better wayfinding.

Direct connections of the living rooms enhance 
the communication among residents; but, it may 
cause confusion for way finding as each house 
does not have a completely separate identity.

Two Livingroom of two houses have no direct 
connection and have a poor visual connection that 
lowers the chance of communication. While they 
share a corridor of private rooms. This fact may 
confuse residence and blurred the identity of each 
house.

Indirect connection of the living rooms and com-
pletely separate corridors help each house to 
have a defined and separated identity. This fact 
reduces confusion.

Indirect connection of the living rooms and 
completely separate corridors combining with 
different colors of interior design help each 
house to have a defined and distinctive identity. 
This fact reduces the confusion for residents 
wayfinding.

Room
Living room

Room
Living room

Room
Living room

Room
Living room

Room
Living room

Room
Corridor

Room
Corridor

Room
Corridor

Room
Corridor

Room
Corridor

Room
Living room
Corridor
Garden

Room
Corridor
Garden

Room
Corridor
Garden

There is no direct access from each house to the 
outside area. So, the residents’ access to the garden 
without the help of a caretaker can be challenging 
or impossible. 

Room
Living room
Alley
Private Corridor
Balcony
Garden
Direct connection in interior spaces
Indirect connection
Connection from exterior to interior

All the living rooms have a bal-
cony towards the central yard. 
Therefore, residents have a 
visual connection towards the 
yard and other neighbors from 
the living room.
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Way toward houses
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3. Hogeweyk Nursing Home 4. Hof van Nassau Nursing Home2. Vivaldi Nursing Home1. Boswijk Nursing Home 5. De klinkenberg Nursing Home

Always in the shad-
ows in winter.

Controlled light at 
noon in summer but 
direct light in winter.

Effect of the canopy in summer and winter. 
 

 

 

 

 
Rooms located at the north side in corners can 
never receive direct light. 
 

 

 

 

 

Effect of four seasons greenery.

G’

A
B
C1
C2
D
E
F
G
H

One loaded corridors with natural light access 
from one side. 
Openings with different sizes. 
A little tilting of the building towards north-south 
direction let the south  
light to slightly enter the rooms which face south. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Due to the height of the building (rooms located 
in corners near to the building spine) are more 
often in the shadows. 
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Morning light in all seasons.

Morning light just during cold seasons.

Uncontrolled summer noon light.

Intense evening light during summer.

A D E

E

G

G

A

A

B

B

C

C

D

D

E

E
F

F

Morning light in all 
seasons.

Controlled light at 
noon in summer but 
direct light in winter.

Intense evening light 
during summer.

A C E

E F

D

Tall windows which can let the light enter the 
depth of the room.

Balconies in west-south with canopies protect the 
citiscens from harsh summer light and let the light 
enter in the room in winter.

Use of semi open area in the courtyard encourage 
usage of open area even in not very pleasent 
weather. This leads to more chance of exposion of 
residence to sunlight.

Winter
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Room Room Room Room Room

February Afternoon February Afternoon February Afternoon February Afternoon February Afternoon

When the taller buildings are located in the north 
side of the site it does not cast shadows on the 
other buildings in the site.

Not standard distance between two building which 
facing south leads to constant shadow in winter 
while in summer it is experiencing extensive heat 
and light.

Morning light in all 
seasons.

Uncontrolled summer 
noon light.

Harsh evening light 
during summer.

D F

F

F

GA2

C1 C2

C2

B E

Direct light
Indirect light 
Shadow

Direct light
Indirect light 
Shadow

Direct light
Indirect light 
Shadow

Direct light
Indirect light 
Shadow
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CHAPTER 6

Natural Light 
Guidelines

Figure 6.
Painting by Le corbusier, from le poeme de l'angle droit (1955).
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6. Light Guideline for People with Dementia

To design a residential unit that is completely suitable in terms of natural 
light access, which can help PWD to live a healthier life, some fundamen-
tals must be taken into consideration. Specific design guidelines are cre-
ated to address these factors. These fundamentals are as follows:

• Time Orientation Problem in the Morning
• Sun-Downing Syndrome
• Diurnal Rhythms Problem
• People With Dementia’s Eyes conditions 

Furthermore, by considering these factors, some guidelines are proposed 
for each space of a residential unit. These spaces are categorized as:

• Bedroom
• Livingroom
• Corridor
• Balcony 

By following these guidelines in designing a residential unit for PWD, we 
can help them with their daily activities and experiencing a healthier life.  
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6.1.1.  Time Orientation Problem in the Morning

As the time orientation problem is more common for PWD in the 
morning, the morning light access to the room is essential. In 
order to provide this daylight, the orientation of the room is im-
portant (Figure 6-1-3.). In a situation where the considered room 
direction cannot be achieved, other solutions must be introduced. 
(Figure 6-1-1. and 6-1-2)

Figure 6-1-1.
Room with no east access 

Figure 6-1-2.
Room with limitation in east access

Figure 6-1-3.
Room proper orientation

• Using arch roof window for access to eastside light:

• Increasing the roof height and use of high sill windows:

• Proper room orientation for morning light access:

Summer

Summer

Summer

Winter

Winter

Winter

Figure 6-1-4.
No windows in west side for people with sun-downing syndrome.

Figure 6-1-6.
For people with the sun-downing syndrome, arch roof windows in rooms with just 
west access can be considered to change the direct west light to diffused light.

Figure 6-1-7.
In common areas with the chance of having a person with the sun-downing syndrome, 
Limited and controllable windows towards the west should be considered.

Figure 6-1-5.
High sill window in rooms with just west access for people with sun-downing syndrome

Winter
Summer

West West

Winter

Summer

West

6.1.2.  Sun-Downing Syndrome

When sunset is approaching, some people with dementia may 
exhibit sundowning syndrome symptoms. For these patients, no 
access to direct sunset light, which is in the west during summer 
and southwest in winter, must be taken into consideration. If there 
is a limitation in locating the window in other directions, the direct 
west side light must change to diffused light. The following solu-
tions are proposed.

• Providing only diffused light in rooms with just west access:

• Providing only diffused light in rooms with just west access:

• Not locating windows on the west side.

• Limited and controllable windows towards the west in the common 
areas
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6.1.3.  Diurnal Rhythms Problem

Figure 6-1-9.
Providing windows towards east, south or west to let PWD get exposed to direct 
sun light.

Figure 6-1-8.
By providing more natural light in the room, PWD’s circadian rhythm can be 
improved.

Figure 6-1-10.
By providing safe and easy access to exterior areas for each house, we can increase 
PWD’s chance to use the space and receive sunlight.

Figure 6-1-11.
By designing the exterior area (garden, yard, courtyard, or balcony) more attractive with 
the aid of locating greenery and elderly-friendly furniture, PWD is more encouraged to go 
out, use the area, and get exposed to sunlight. 

Enough amount of direct daylight, especially during the colder sea-
sons, and abundant opportunities to go outside and be exposed to 
direct sunlight, must be provided to fix the PWD’s diurnal rhythm.
Some approaches are mentioned here.

• Providing more windows from different directions: • Providing safe and easy access to exterior areas :

• Creating an attractive exterior area to encourage usage:• Providing windows that can provide direct light:

Summer

Winter

Summer

Winter

6.1.4.  People with Dementia’s Eyes

Raise the level of illumination:
PWD eyes needs three times more ambient light in comparson to younger 
poeple. This light can be provided by having big windows towards north 
or windows which provide diffused light in other direction.

Figure 6-1-12.
Room with big north windows. 

Figure 6-1-13.
Providing extra diffused light

North

Figure 6-1-14.
Lighting up the room from different direction to have less dark spots.

Figure 6-1-15.
Providing natural focused task lighting

• Locating big north windows:

• Locating arch roof windows:

• Locating more than one window:

• Using arch roof window for attracting attention:
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• Use of deep windows in the east, south, and west direction:

• Use of horizontal louvers in big windows facing south direction:

6.1.4.  People with Dementia’s Eyes

Provide consistent, even light levels:
Dark spots in a room can appear ominous to people with dementia. [5] By 
providing windows in more than one direction, and the windows that pro-
vide more diffused light, the dark shadows in the room will be reduced.
The following pictures introduce different solutions for creating more dif-
fused light for the interior space.

Figure 6-1-16.
Room with windows in more than one direction. 

Figure 6-1-14.
The use of a semi-transparent wall provides 
more diffused light for the room. 

North

East

Figure 4-6-17. 
By using vertical louvers that are inclined towards the north direction, in 
windows facing east or west, more diffused light will be produced. 

Figure 4-6-18.
By using deep windows in the east, south, 
or west direction, more diffused light for 
the room will be produced. 

Figure 4-6-19.
By using horizontal louvers in the 
south-facing windows, more diffused light 
will be created for the room.

• Use of vertical louvers in big windows facing east or west direction:

• Locating windows in more than one direction:

• Use of semi-transparent windows:

6.1.4.  People with Dementia’s Eyes

Provide gradual changes in light levels:
Considering that the older eye can adapt itself more slowly with 
changes in light level, a gradual increase in the degree of illumina-
tion must be noticed. The following approaches are recommended 
to reduce the light level differences between the interior and the 
exterior.

Figure 6-1-20.
This area becomes brighter by providing more or bigger windows close to the door threshold 
toward the outside. Thus it will reduce the contrast of light level between the interior and the 
exterior.

Figure 6-1-22.
The door that opens towards outside can have transparent or semi- transparent to let 
light inside therefore, it will be usefull for decreasing the contrast of light in between the 
exterior and the inteior.

Very bright Bright Less bright

InteriorExterior Semi-open area

Bright Interior

Exterior

less bright Interior

Exterior
Bright Interior

Exterior

less bright Interior

Exterior

Figure 6-1-21.
By using canopies in front of the house door, gradual changes in light 
level can happen.

• Having large canopies in front of the door entrance:

• Use of transparent or semi-transparent door:

• More windows close to the door threshold 
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6.1.4.  People with Dementia’s Eyes

Eliminate glare:
PWD eyes are more vulnarable towards glare. Reducing glare helps 
to diminish falls and maximize attention span [5]. The following 
approaches can help to reduce glare.  

• Use four seasons plants and trees in fornt of the window

• Use of horizontal louvers in big windows facing south direction:

• Use of semi-transparent glass:

• Use of moving awning for the south facing windows

South

Figure 6-1-25.
Awning will filter the direct light and makes 
diffused light for the room. Consequently, 
glare during summer can be avoided.

Figure 6-1-22.
By using four seasons-plants in front of the window, more direct light 
turns to diffused light, and this would reduce the glare.

Figure 6-1-23.
By equipping the window glass with window film, sun glare can be dimin-
ished.

Figure 6-1-26.
Semi-transparent windows change the direct 
light to diffused light, and this would diminish the 
glare.

Figure 6-1-24.
By using horizontal louvers in the south-fac-
ing windows, more diffused light will be 
created and this would reduce the glare. 

• Installing anti glare window film

South

6.2. Bedroom Light Guidelines

The following factors must be taken into consideration for designing a 
bedroom with proper natural lighting for PWD:

• In the bedroom, it is recommended to provide windows in more than 
one direction. This not only decreases dark spots appear in the room, 
but also it will increase their consciousness regarding changing time 
and seasons.

• For the bedroom, two types of windows should be considered. First, 
a conventional window in which a person can have an outside view, 
lets him see the sun path and provides direct light for the room. Sec-
ond, a high sill window or a window facing the north side offers only 
diffused light to increase the space ambient light.(Figure 6-2-1. and 
Figure 6-2-2. ) [5]

• The PWD attention towards the outside view and sun-path can be at-
tracted by locating activities like a table and a chair or having a warm 
seat (for colder seasons) close to the conventional window.  (Figure 
6-2-4. and Figure 6-2-5.)

• To help PWD to wake up easier in the morning and be aware of their 
time orientation (impaired time orientation is more common in the 
morning [8]), abundant east and southeast light must be provided for 
their bedroom. It must be considered that from the bed’s position, 
morning light must be visible, but the direct light should not cast on 
the bed, which may cause inconvenience for PWD eyes.

• In the bedroom, the big windows facing southside must be equipped 
with canopies, horizontal louvers, or covers that can reduce the direct 
light at noon during warm seasons. 

• In the bedroom, using big windows facing the west must be avoided 
as they may cause inconvenience for their PWD sleep during June 
and July when sunset is too late (almost 10:00 pm). Furthermore, for 
people with sundowning syndrome, some rooms must be dedicated, 
which does not have a window on the west or southwest side. [3]

• As the bedroom’s bathroom must always be visible for PWD, it should 
have a window to lit space during the day with less need for artificial 
lights. (Figure 6-2-6.)
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6.2. Bedroom Light Guidelines

Figure 6-2-5.
Providing activities with outside view

Figure 6-2-6.
Providing natural light for bedroom toilet to be always visible for the PWD

Providing sense of time 
orientation.

Figure 6-2-4.
Providing encouragement for being expose to light

Warm seat

Providing direct light.

Figure 6-2-1.
Providing extra morning light

Figure 6-2-2.
Providing extra morning light

Providing direct light and sense of orientation.

High sill window

East

East

Diffused east light

No direct light on the bed

Proper distance

Figure 6-2-3.
Bed with morning light view but no light on the bed

• Providing extra morning light • Attract attention to the outside view and sun-path

• Natural light for the bedroom toilet • Bed with morning light view 

6.3. Living Room Light Guideline:

• The following guidelines must be noticed for designing a Livingroom 
that provides a proper atmosphere for the residences:

• The living room is going to be used at different times of the day, morn-
ing for breakfast, noon for lunch and afternoon for dinner, and social-
izing at different times of the day. Consequently, it is recommended to 
receive light from different directions to enhance the residences’ time 
orientation (Figure 6-3-1. and Figure 6-3-2.). 

• Moreover, the planing of this area must be in a way that activities 
related to specific hours of the day can receive their relevant sunlight 
direction (Figure (6-3-5), (6-3-6), (6-3-7), and(6-3-8)). For example, 
the breakfast table has the view and sunlight of the east and south-
east direction. 

• An attached greenhouse, balcony, courtyard in the Livingroom can be 
useful for encouraging residence to go there and be exposed to direct 
light. [15] (Figure 6-3-3.)

• As PWD’s eyes cannot quickly adapt to changes in light level [5], 
gradual changes in space’s illumination level must be considered. By 
making sequences of living room, semi-open area, and open area, the 
space illumination gradually increases. Consequently, PWD’s sensitive 
eyes can easily get used to the bright light when moving from inside 
to the outside area vise versa. Furthermore, In the door threshold ar-
eas, space’s illumination can be increased by having bigger windows. 
Thus, people in the living room are more willing to use open space at 
different times of the year and receive natural light. (Figure 6-3-4)
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6.3. Living Room Light Guideline:

Figure 6-3-3.
Greenhouse/atrium/courtyard attached to living room.

Figure 6-3-2.
By proving morning light even on the most western side of the living 
room, we can enhance people’s time orientation in the morning.

Figure 6-3-1.
Having openings from different direction to enhance the sense of 
time orientation in different times of the day.

East

Figure 6-3-4:
By providing the sequences of areas (interior area, semi-open, and open area) for the 
living room entrance, gradual change in light intensity can happen.

South

• Receiving natural light from East, South, and West • Open or semi open area attached to the living room

• Providing the sequences of areas for the living room entrance

6.3. Living Room Light Guideline:

2. Eating Lunch having the view of South sunlight

4. Watching TV in the evening and having a small view of sunset 

1. Eating Breakfast and having the view of East and southeast sunlight

3. Eating dinner and having the view of southwest sunlight

Figure 6-3-5.
Eating breakfast with morning light.

Figure 6-3-6.
Eating lunch with noon light.

Figure 6-3-7.
Eating dinner with afternoon light.

Figure 6-3-8.
Watching TV with evening light.
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6.4. Corridor Light Guideline:

Usually, in designing a nursing home’s corridor, no windows are con-
sidered. This fact not only can highly increase the need for artifi-
cial light but also deteriorate PWD’s time orientation and circadi-
an rhythm. Furthermore, windows in the corridors make the area 
more pleasing, and it will stimulate people’s interest to walk around. 
Corridor needs different categories of windows:

1.Windows that homogenously lit the space: 
These windows should provide plenty amount of diffused light for the 
area. They can be horizontal with high sill above eye level along the hall-
way (Figure 6-4-3. and 6-4-4.). Or, they can be windows with convention 
size and low sill that can provide diffused light. North facing windows 
or windows in other directions with translucent glass or louvers can be 
proper options (Figure 6-4-1. and 6-4-2). The natural light that these win-
dows offer reduces the creation of dark shadows as they would lit the 
space homogeneously. 

2.Windows that can provide direct natural light:
These windows offer direct light and view towards the sun-path. These 
windows can be put in the middle of the way for being considered as land-
marks and giving time and place orientation. Also, by combining these 
windows with four-seasons plants, we can provide a subconscious sense 
of season orientation and, simultaneously, control the extra direct light 
during the summer. (Figure 6-4-6. and 6-4-7)

3. Windows at the end of the corridor:
Having a window at the end of the hallway can be useful. This window 
can create a proper stop point and reduced agitation when PWD reaches 
a dead-end [26] (Figure 6-4-5.). Furthermore, it can enhance way-finding 
in the corridor. But, it must be noted that the corridor’s general illumina-
tion must be enough, and the window at the end of the hallway does not 
offer extreme light. Otherwise, this will cause people to see objects in 
silhouette [3]. 

Figure 6-4-2.
Providing diffused natural light with the aid of vertical louvers for the corri-
dors that has window towards west or east .

North tilted Vertical 
louvers

Figure 6-4-1.
By having big openings towards the north side, we can provide diffused 
natural light for the area to lit the hallway homogeneously.

Big North openings

• Windows that homogenously lit the space

Wall with matte 
surface 

Figure 6-4-4:
Providing extra diffused light with arch roof window.

Figure 6-4-3:
Providing extra diffused light with Light shelf.

Curve Daylight redirection 
device

Daylight redirec-
tion device

Light shelf

Figure 6-4-5:
By locating the window at the end of the corridor, we can reduce agitation when PWD 
reaches the end of the hallway and provide a sense of direction. 

Figure 6-4-7:
By providing direct natural light with the nature view sense of time 
and place, orientation can be offered.

Figure 6-4-6:
By providing direct natural light with the nature view sense of time 
and place, orientation can be offered.

6.4. Corridor Light Guideline:

Winter

Summer

• Windows that homogenously lit the space • Windows with direct light and four-seasons trees view 

•  Windows at the end of the corridor
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6.5. Balcony Light Guideline:

Having direct and easy access from the living unit to the open area can 
enhance people’s chances of getting exposed to natural light [15]. This 
access can happen quickly for the building units on the ground floor, but 
direct access to the open area can be challenging for the upper floors. 
By creating balconies and roof gardens that are big enough for walking and 
have greenery and proper furniture for PWD, we can create an opportunity 
for PWD to more often use the open area independently. (Figure 6-5-1) 
 
Due to the Netherlands climate, south-facing balconies are recommended 
while it is facilitated with moving awning to control the sunlight in sum-
mer. [3] North facing balconies with no fixed canopy are preferable as they 
can receive more light during colder seasons. (Figure 6-5-4. and 6-5-5.) 
 
Furthermore, south-facing greenhouses are recommended to provide 
natural light for PWD in colder seasons. (Figure 6-5-6.)

South

Figure 6-5-1.
A big balcony with greenery for people living on the upper 
floors is recommended

Figure 6-5-6.
South facing greenhouse in winter.

• Big balconies with greenery for units on the upper floors

• Providing south-facing greenhouse  

6.5. Balcony Light Guideline:

Figure 6-5-4.
North facing balcony with no canopy creates 
a brighter place in colder seasons.

Figure 6-5-5.
North facing balcony with fixed canopy creates 
a dark place in colder seasons.

Figure 6-5-3.
South facing balcony in summer.

Figure 6-5-2.
South facing balcony in winter.

South South

South South

• South-facing balconies with adjustable canopy

• North facing balconies with no fixed canopy
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Time orientation in the 
morning

Sun-Downing 
Syndrome

Diurnal Rhythms 
Problem  People with Dementia’s Eyes
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Winter
Summer

West

West

West

West

Winter

Summer

Limited and controllable windows 
towards the west in the common 
areas:

Providing only diffused light in 
rooms with just west access:

Providing only diffused light in rooms 
with just west access:

Not locating windows on the west 
side.

Proper room orientation for morn-
ing light access:

Using arch roof window for access 
to eastside light:

Increasing the roof height and use 
of high sill windows:

Providing more windows from 
different directions:

Providing safe and easy access to 
exterior areas :

Creating an attractive exterior area 
to encourage usage:

Providing windows that can provide 
direct light:

Summer

Winter

Summer

Winter

Raise the level of 
illumination

Use of deep windows in the east, 
south, and west direction:

Use of horizontal louvers in big 
windows facing south direction:

North

East

Use of vertical louvers in big win-
dows facing east or west direction:

Locating windows in more than one 
direction:

Use of semi-transparent 
windows:North

Locating big north windows:

Locating arch roof windows:

Locating more than one window:

Using arch roof window for attract-
ing attention:

Provide consistent, even light 
levels

Provide gradual changes in 
light levels

Very bright Bright Less bright

InteriorExterior Semi-open area

Bright Interior

Exterior

less bright Interior

Exterior

Bright Interior

Exterior

less bright Interior

Exterior

More windows close to the door 
threshold 

Having large canopies in front of 
the door entrance:

Use of transparent or semi-trans-
parent door:

Eliminate glare

Use four seasons plants and trees 
in fornt of the window:

Use of horizontal louvers in big 
windows facing south direction:

Use of semi-transparent glass:

Use of moving awning for the 
south facing windows

South

Installing anti glare window film:

South

6.6.1. Light Fundamental Guidelines for PWD Summary:

Summer

Winter

Summer

Winter

Summer

Winter

West

 Bedroom Living Room Corridor Balcony

Providing extra morning light

Diffused east light

Providing encouragement for being expose to light

Providing activities with outside view

Providing sense of time orientation.

Warm seat

Providing direct light.

Providing natural light for bedroom toilet 

Providing direct light and 
sense of orientation.

High sill window

No direct light on the bed

Proper distance

Bed with morning light view but no light on the bed

Receiving natural light from East, South, and West

Providing the sequences of areas for the living room 
entrance

Open or semi open area attached to the living room

Windows that homogenously lit the space

Big North openings

North tilted Vertical 
louvers

Wall with matte 
surface 

Curve daylight redirection 
device

Daylight 
redirection 
device

Light shelf

Windows with direct light and four-seasons trees view 

 Windows at the end of the corridor

Winter

Summer

South-facing balconies with adjustable canopy

North facing balconies with no fixed canopy

Big balconies with greenery for units on the upper 
floors

Providing south-facing greenhouse  

South

SouthSouth

South

East East

6.6.2. Interior Spaces Light Guidelines for PWD Summary:

East

South South
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CHAPTER 7

Dementia Light 
Paradise
 Design

Figure 7.
Dementia light paradise design
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7.1. Site Analysis

The site is located in the Netherlands, Eindhoven, Voldijn. As the existing building does 
not have the quality to provide the proper and enough natural light for the future target 
residents, it is decided to be demolished and replaced with a new nursing home build-
ing.
Furthermore, the neighborhood buildings mostly have two or three floors; consequent-
ly, they do not cast shadows on the site. Therefore, It is decided in the future design to 
follow the existed harmony.
Moreover, the parking lot located on the north side of the building decided to be re-
moved as it may cause inconvenience for future residents.

Figure 7-1-4.
Site location.

December

June

Figure 7-1-1. | Site Picture

Figure 7-1-2. | Site Picture

Figure 7-1-3.| Neighborhood ViewScale: 1:4000

1.

3.
2.

      
    Buidling
      
    Greenery

    Parking

2.

1.

3.
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7.2. Conceptual Design

The original shape of the new building is inspired by the form of plant branches. 
As a matter of fact, leaves of the tree receive the light and turn it into food for the 
whole organism to stay alive. In this project, also the primary goal is to provide prop-
er light for each room of the building to create a healthy environment for the PWD. 
 
As seen in the picture, in each branch, mini-branches grow from its body with proper 
distances from each other. In each mini-branch, leaves positioned in a way that all of 
them can catch the natural light for nourishing. The same story is happening in this 
design. The main branch, the roofed boulevard, connects all the blocks and lets the 
circulation happen. The blocks as mini-branches arranged in a way that never blocks 
the light for each other. In each block, also, all the rooms are positioned to receive suf-
ficient direct and indirect light in all seasons. 

Figure 7-2-1. | Plant as a concept

Figure 7-2-2.
The conseptual design

7.2.1. The Building Formation:

The whole building consists of 9 blocks that spread in the site with proper 
distance and position to each other to avoid blocking direct light. These 
blocks are connected to a roofed boulevard. The roofed path connects all 
the blocks and lets the circulation happen easily and safely in all seasons.
The following pictures illustrate the formation of the building.

1. Arranging the blocks along a path

3. Giving a gap for defining the entrance and creating squares.

4. Increasing the gaps sizes.

5. Locating common areas.2. Shifting the blocks for better light
 access and view

Figure 7-2-6.

Figure 7-2-5.

Figure 7-2-4.

Figure 7-2-3.

Figure 7-2-7.

Common areaBoulevardBlock
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7.2.2. The Block Ground Floor Formation: 

Rooms on the east side:
On the east side of the house, rooms are arranged in the way that all of 
them receive light from both the south and east directions.
Rooms on the west side:
Usually, rooms located at the west side of the building are not able to re-
ceive east light; but in this building, all the rooms on the west side receive 
east light by using two courtyards. As can be seen in figure X, with the 
aid of shifting arrangement and use of the courtyards, all the rooms at 
the west side not only have west side light access but also have east and 
south side access.
In conclusion, on the ground floor of the building, all the rooms receive 
(at least) light from east and south. In this residential unit, three rooms 
get natural light from four sides, the other three get light from three sides, 
and just two rooms have light from two sides. South light and east light 
directions are considered in all of them.

1.The house east side formation

2.The house west side formation

3.The west and the east rooms combination

Figure 7-2-8.
All the rooms can receive light from south and east.

Figure 7-2-10. 
All the rooms can receive light from the south and east.

Figure 7-2-9.
All the rooms can receive light from south and east with the aid of two small court-
yards.

Day lightCorridorRoom

7.2.3. The Block First Floor Formation: 

A A

B

B

In order to increase the density of the population living in each unit, an-
other floor is added to the building. By adding the second floor to the first 
floor, some problems for light access are caused. Solutions for Solving 
this problem are shown in section A-A and B-B.
 
Section B-B challenge:
In the B-B section with the aid of shifting room number 4 towards the 
north, and increasing the part of the roof height of room number 2, all the 
rooms can receive south light.

Figure 7-2-14.
Letting the light enter the ground floor north room by increasing its height and shifting back 
the second floor room.

North

North

North

Figure 7-2-12.
Ground floor section B and light access

Figure 7-2-13.
Adding the second floor on the ground floor and light access problem in the ground floor 
north side.

1.

1.

1.

2.

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.

4.

Figure 7-2-11.
Ground floor rooms arrangement
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East

East

7.2.3. The Block First Floor Formation: 

East

East

1.

5. 6.

7. 2.

3.
4.

Section A-A challenges:
As can be seen in the illustration below, by dividing the first floor corridor 
to two corridors into two sides while reducing their width, light can reach 
the room number 1. In the next step, by increasing the height of room 
number 3, east light access is provided. Finally, by reducing the height 
of corridors on the first floor more direct light can enter room number 1.

Figure 7-2-16.
Adding the second floor on the ground floor and light access problem in the ground floor 
west side.

Figure 7-2-15.
Ground floor section A and light access

Figure 7-2-17.
Letting the light enter the ground floor west room by dividing the corridor in both sides.

Figure 7-2-18.
Solving the problem by increasing the height of the room in second floor west side.

7.2.4. The North Block Formation: 

After arranging the positions of the rooms, the living rooms are added to 
the residential unit. The living rooms’ position is in a way that they receive 
natural light from four sides and do not block light for the bedrooms. After 
the creation of the residential unit’s main shape, arch roof windows are 
added to some areas to increase the amount of diffused light they have 
can take.

Room

Living room

Corridor

Arch roof window

Adding the arch roof windowsComplete formation of the north blockAreas arrangement

Figure 7-2-19.
Separated ground and first floor plan

Figure 7-2-20.
A North residential unit’s primary volume 

Figure 7-2-21.
By adding the arch roof windows, the rooms’ ambient light is in-
creased.   

Eventually, this arrangement of areas let seven bedrooms get light from 
four sides, five of them from three sides, and the other four from two 
sides. South and east light is considered in all of them.
Thus, with this design, all the areas have the chance to receive the maxi-
mum variety of natural light direction during the day.
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7.3. The North Block 

Figure 7-3-1.
Bird eye view of the north block   

7.3.1. The North Block Ground Floor Plan

Scale: 1:200
Figure 7-3-2. | North block ground floor plan

A

B

A

B

C

C
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A

B

A

B

Scale: 1:200
Figure 7-3-3. | North block first floor plan

7.3.2. The North Block First Floor Plan

C

C

7.3.3. The North Block Section

Section A-A:

Figure x.
Scale: 1:160

Scale: 1:160
Figure 7-3-4.

North block section A-A
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7.3.3. The North Block Section

Section B-B:

Scale: 1:160
Figure 7-3-5.

North block section B-B

7.3.4. The North Block Facade

Scale:1:200
Figure 7-3-6.

North block east side elevation

East Side Facade:
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7.3.4. The North Block Facade

Scale:1:200
Figure 7-3-7.

North block west side elevation

West Side Facade:

Scale:1:200
Figure 7-3-8.

North block South side elevation

7.3.4. The North Block Facade

Scale:1:200
Figure 7-3-9.

North block north side elevation

South Side Facade: North Side Facade:
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7.3.5. The North Block Ground Floor Light Simulation Plan

Figure 7-3-10. 
Ground floor light simulation plan- Winter-9:00am
Software: Velux day light visualizer

Figure 7-3-11. 
Ground floor light simulation plan- Summer-9:00am
Software: Velux day light visualizer

Morning - Winter Morning - Summer

7.3.5. The North Block Ground Floor Light Simulation Plan

Figure 7-3-12. 
Ground floor light simulation plan- Winter-12:00pm
Software: Velux day light visualizer

Figure 7-3-13. 
Ground floor light simulation plan- Summer-12:00pm
Software: Velux day light visualizer

Noon - Winter Noon - Summer
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7.3.5. The North Block Ground Floor Light Simulation Plan

Figure 7-3-14. 
Ground floor light simulation plan- Winter-16:00pm
Software: Velux day light visualizer

Figure 7-3-15.
Ground floor light simulation plan- Summer-16:00pm
 Software: Velux day light visualizer

Afternoon - Winter Afternoon - Summer

7.3.6. The North Block First Floor Light Simulation Plan

Figure 7-3-16.
First floor light simulation plan- Winter-9:00am
Software: Velux day light visualizer

Figure 7-3-17.
First floor light simulation plan- Summer-9:00am
Software: Velux day light visualizer

Morning - Winter Morning - Summer
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Noon - Winter Noon - Summer

7.3.6. The North Block First Floor Light Simulation Plan

Figure 7-3-18.
First floor light simulation plan- Winter-12:00pm
Software: Velux day light visualizer

Figure 7-3-19.
First floor light simulation plan- Summer-12:00pm
Software: Velux day light visualizer

Afternoon - Winter Afternoon - Summer

7.3.6. The North Block First Floor Light Simulation Plan

Figure 7-3-20.
First floor light simulation plan- Winter-16:00pm
Software: Velux day light visualizer

Figure 7-3-21.
First floor light simulation plan- Summer-16:00pm
Software: Velux day light visualizer
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7.3.7. The North Block Light And Shadows (East Side)

NORTH
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Summer Winter

Figure 7-3-22.
North block east side- Summer-Morning

Figure 7-3-23.
North block east side- Summer- Noon

Figure 7-3-24.
North block east side- Summer- Afteroon

Figure 7-3-25.
North block east side- Winter- Morning

Figure 7-3-27.
North block east side- Winter- Afteroon

Figure 7-3-26.
North block east side- Winter- Noon

NORTH

NORTH

NORTH

NORTH

NORTH

NORTH

7.3.8. The North Block Light And Shadows (West Side)
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Figure 7-3-28.
North block West side-Summer- Morning

Figure 7-3-31.
North block west side-Winter- Morning

Figure 7-3-29.
North block West side-Summer- Noon

Figure 7-3-32.
North block west side-Winter- Noon

Figure 7-3-30.
North block West side-Summer- Afternoon

Figure 7-3-33.
North block west side- Winter- Afteroon
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7.3.9. The Courtyard Importance

Both ground floor and first floor courtyards have a crucial role in providing 
light for each block.
Courtyards on the ground floor:
Rooms on the ground floor, which are located at the west side of the 
building, receive light in the morning with the aid of the windows at the 
courtyard side.  Two rooms on the west side, which seem do not have a 
face toward the south from outside view, get south light from the court-
yard’s side. Furthermore, the courtyard on the ground floor provides noon 
and afternoon light for the ground floor corridor. By providing four sea-
sons greenery in this courtyard, the harsh summer light can be filtered by 
the plants’ leaves, while in winter, the direct light, with no obstacle, can 
enter the rooms and the corridor.

Courtyard on the first floor:
On the first floor, where corridors surround the courtyard, the courtyard 
provides morning, noon, and afternoon light. This different light on the 
different sides of the hallway gives them a different atmosphere, which 
leads to better wayfinding for PWD.

Summer-Morning

Figure 7-3-34.
Section C-C

Winter-Morning

Figure 7-3-35.
Section C-C

Figure 7-3-36.
Courtyard Render-Afternoon

Figure 7-3-37.
First floor render

7.3.10. The North Block First Floor Roofless View: 
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Figure 7-4-3.
North block first floor plan

7.4.1. First Floor West Room Light Atmosphere 

Figure 7-4-1.
Diffused south light is entering the room via the arch roof window.

Figure 7-4-2.
Morning light is entering the room via the high sill horizontal window.

Figure 7-4-4.
West side room floor plan-Morning
Room with four direction light access.

2.

1.

7.4.2. A Resident West Room Light Experience

Morning light access:
The west room receives morning light from the high-sill windows in front 
of the bed (Figure 7-4-3.and 7-4-6.). The morning light never hits the bed 
(especially the pillow parts) directly when a PWD is still in the bed. These 
factors can help PWD to wake up more comfortably in the morning, and 
consequently, this will improve his diurnal rhythm.

Sun-path view:
Moreover, PWD can see the sun-path when he sits behind the table; dur-
ing noon, light rays enter the room from the window in the south side, and 
when evening approaches reddish sunset light enters the room from the 
window toward the west side. This fact stimulates PWD time orientation. 
(Figure 7-4-8.)

The arch roof window is providing diffused light:
Also, there is a south-facing arc roof window that turns the sever south 
light to soft light. It can provide proper diffused light for the room and 
make the room south side wall brighter. It can stimulate the PWD’s at-
tention and act as a focused task lighting for him where he can hang his 
family photos. (Figure 7-4-7.)

The window at the Northside:
Furthermore, there is a window towards the north direction, which pro-
vides diffused light to increase the bedroom ambient light and will give a 
view of the neighborhood. (Figure 7-4-2.)
 
The Restroom window:
The bedroom’s restroom has a high sill window towards the north, in-
creasing the toilet ambient light. Thus, during the day, the toilet is more 
visible for the PWD. (Figure 7-4-9.)

West

Figure 7-4-5.
Providing high sill east window for 
rooms in the west side of the house 
with direct view from bed.

Figure 7-4-6.
Providing extra diffused light

Figure 7-4-8.
By providing natural light for the bedroom’s toilet, 
it would be visible for the PWD during the day with 
less need for artificial light.

Figure 7-4-7.
By designing activities with the outside view, 
the sense of time orientation can be improved.

Proper distance

South
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7.4.3. West Room Light Simulation (Winter-Overcast)

Figure 7-4-9.
West side room section | February-9:00am

Figure 7-4-10.
West side room section | February-12:00pm

Figure 7-4-11.
West side room section| February-04:00pm

Figure 7-4-12.
West side room section | February-07:00pm

Figure 7-4-13.
West side room plan | July-9:00am

Figure 7-4-14.
West side room plan | February-12:00pm

Figure 7-4-15.
West side room plan | February-4:00pm

Figure 7-4-16.
West side room plan | February-07:00pm

Morning Noon Afternoon Evening

7.4.4. West Room Light Simulation (Winter-Sunny)

Figure 7-4-17.
West side room section| February-9:00am

Figure 7-4-18.
West side room section | February-12:00pm

Figure 7-4-19.
West side room section| February-04:00pm

Figure 7-4-20.
West side room section | February-07:00pm

Figure 7-4-21.
West side room plan | July-9:00am

Figure 7-4-22.
West side room plan | February-12:00pm

Figure 7-4-23.
West side room plan | February-4:00pm

Figure 7-4-24.
West side room plan | February-07:00pm

Morning Noon Afternoon Evening
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7.4.5. West Room Light Simulation (Summer)

Morning Noon Afternoon Evening

Figure 7-4-25.
West side room section | July-9:00am

Figure 7-4-26.
West side room section | July-12:00pm

Figure 7-4-27.
West side room section | July-04:00pm

Figure 7-4-28.
West side room section | July-07:00pm

Figure 7-4-29.
West side room plan | July-9:00am

Figure 7-4-30.
West side room plan | July-12:00pm

Figure 7-4-31.
West side room | July-04:00pm

Figure 7-4-32.
West side room plan | July-07:00pm

7.5.1. First Floor East Room Light Atmosphere 

Figure 7-5-4.
East side room floor plan.
South and east light access.

Figure 7-5-1
Diffused East light is entering the room via the arch roof window.

Figure 7-5-2
Room view from the bed.

Figure 7-5-3.
North block first floor plan

1.

2.
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Figure 7-5-6.
Providing encouragement to be exposed to direct 
sunlight.

Figure 7-5-5.
Providing extra east light in the morning.

7.5.2. A Resident East Room Light Experience

Morning Light:
The east side room is suitable for PWD with sundowning syndrome. Morn-
ing, soft light enters the room via an arc roof window, located on top of 
the bed, and PWD can see the sun via the windows in front of the bed. The 
morning light never hits the pillow part on the bed directly. All of these con-
sidered factors help PWD wake up more comfortably in the morning, and 
as a result, this improves PWD diurnal rhythm. (Figure 7-5-1. and 7-5-3) 
Moreover, the bathroom is bright with daylight, and as a result, the toilet 
is visible for PWD during the day. (Figure 7-5-2.  and 7-5-6.)

Warm-sit and the window:
During the cold seasons, PWD can sit on the warm sit beside the window, 
and enjoy the sun’s casting on his back. The combination of the warm-sit 
with shelves full of personal belongings adjacent to the south-facing win-
dow attracts PWD attention towards the outside view and the sun path. 
(Figure 7-5-1 and 7-5-4.)
 

Summer and horizontal Louvers:
During summer, less light enters the room from the window facing south,  
due to the use of horizontal louvers. This will reduce the heat and the 
glare from the window. (Figure 7-5-4.)

Activity with a view towards the sun path:
During the day, while PWD is sitting behind the table, he can see the sun-
path in the sky, and this fact can stimulate his time orientation. (Figure 
7-5-2. and 7-5-5.)
 
No direct sunset light for PWD with sundowning syndrome:
During sunset, no direct daylight enters the room, and the room can 
be lightened with artificial light. This would reduce agitation during the 
evening in a PWD who has sundowning syndrome.
 

Figure 7-5-8.
By providing natural light for the bedroom’s 
toilet, it would be visible for the PWD during the 
day with less need for artificial light.

Figure 7-5-7.
By designing activities with the outside view, 
the sense of time orientation can be improved.

Reduces direct light 
during summer

EastEast South East

Diffused east light

Proper distance

Providing direct light and sense of 
orientation

Warm seat

Figure 7-5-9.
East side room section| February-9:00am

Figure 7-5-10.
East side room section | February-12:00pm

Figure 7-5-11.
East side room section| February-04:00pm

Figure 7-5-12.
East side room section | February-07:00pm

Figure 7-5-13.
East side room plan | July-9:00am

Figure 7-5-14.
East side room plan | February-12:00pm

Figure 7-5-15.
East side room plan | February-4:00pm

Figure 7-5-16.
East side room plan | February-07:00pm

7.5.3. East Room Light Simulation (Winter-Overcast)

Morning Noon Afternoon Evening
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Figure 7-5-17.
East side room section | February-9:00am

Figure 7-5-18.
East side room section | February-12:00pm

Figure 7-5-19.
East side room section| February-04:00pm

Figure 7-5-20.
East side room section | February-07:00pm

Figure 7-5-21.
East side room plan | July-9:00am

Figure 7-5-22.
East side room plan | February-12:00pm

Figure 7-5-23.
East side room plan | February-4:00pm

Figure 7-5-24.
East side room plan | February-07:00pm

7.5.4. East Room Light Simulation (Winter-Sunny)

Morning Noon Afternoon Evening

Figure 7-5-25.
East side room section | July-9:00am

Figure 7-5-26.
East side room section | July-12:00pm

Figure 7-5-27.
East side room section | July-04:00pm

Figure 7-5-28.
East side room section | July-07:00pm

Figure 7-5-29.
East side room plan | July-9:00am

Figure 7-5-30.
East side room plan | July-12:00pm

Figure 7-5-31.
East side room | July-04:00pm

Figure 7-5-32.
East side room plan | July-07:00pm

7.5.5. East Room Light Simulation (Summer)

Morning Noon Afternoon Evening
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7.6. First Floor Corridor Goals and Design Solutions

Considering the needs of PWD, some goals should be addressed in the 
corridor design:
1. Provide enough diffused light for the corridor for PWD to see properly.
2. Adjust the harsh light at noon and evening during summer.
3. Create a stimulating environment for PWD to entice them to walk 

around and experience different natural light exposure at different 
hours of the day.

4. Help them with their wayfinding by designing different light landmarks.
5. Help them with time orientation by creating different opportunities to 

have access to all-day natural light direction.

The following design solutions are taken to address the goals men-
tioned above:

Corridor and effects of the courtyard:
The corridor on the first floor is a semi-loop surrounding the court-
yard and ends to the living room. This design has different benefits: 
First of all, at different hours of the day, each corridor receives different 
directions of light; this will make each hallway distinct and recognizable 
for PWD. 
Second, the corridor’s loop shape creates a situation in which in summer 
during the evening and sunset (9:00 pm) when the light angle is so low 
(not suitable for PWD sensitive eyes), direct sun rays cannot enters the 
corridor east side. However, in winter, during sunset, light can easily enter 
the area. (Figures 7-6-1, 7-6-2, and 7-6-3)
Third, the direct view towards the courtyard is tempting PWD to go there 
and receive direct light.

Use of movable vertical louvers in the corridor:
There are moveable vertical louvers that cover the windows in order to 
filter the light and provide more diffused light for the corridor at differ-
ent times of the day and year. Louvers with a width of 15cm and 25 cm 
are used, which has the default angles of 0 degrees, 36 degrees, and 48 

degrees in different parts of the corridor. This arrangement can be used 
most of the time, but in a situation when there is overcast, they can be 
opened entirely to provide more natural light.

Use of an interactive window:
The window facing the south direction is an interactive window that not 
only reduces the direct light coming inside and provides more diffused 
light but also responds to the movement of people standing nearby.

Corridor landmarks:
There are some sitting areas and light landmarks at each side of the cor-
ridor that make each side distinctive. These areas not only act as a ref-
erence point for PWD place orientation but also make the corridor work 
as an engine that encourages PWD and stimulates their interests to walk 
around.

Summer-Evening

Figure 7-6-1.
Section C-C
Late evening light cannot enter the corridor.

7.6. First Floor Corridor Goals and Design Solutions

Summer-Sunset Winter-Sunset

Figure 7-6-2.
In summer, during sunset (evening), sunlight angle is so low; thus, direct light cannot enter the corridor due to 
the shape of the building.

Figure 7-6-3.
In winter, during sunset (afternoon) due to the building’s shape, direct light can enter the corridor.
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7.6. First Floor Corridor Goals and Design Solutions

Although the general design of the corridor provides a condition to have 
the opportunity to provide enough window for having access to all day 
different light directions, the amount of light and its direction must be 
adjusted and controlled to provide a suitable environment for PWD. 
 
As mentioned before in chapter 4, part 3, the arrangement of the windows 
and sunlight controlling devices must be perfectly designed to adjust the 
natural light according to the PWD’s needs in different hours of the day 
and year.
 
In order to find the best arrangement of windows and sunlight controlling 
devices for each side of the corridor, several options are tried and tested. 
Some of these designs are introduced, and their light atmosphere is sim-
ulated and analyzed. Although these options can answer some of the con-
sidered factors for the hallway, some criteria remain unanswered. Even 
though these designs cannot be regarded as the final design, they can 
help to find the best light atmosphere for the corridor.
 
After testing different options, the final design is proposed. This design 
can completely address all the goals that are considered for the corridor 
and, consequently, provide a healthy environment for the PWD.

1.

7.6.1. Eastern Corridor Light Atmosphere Preliminary Design (First design)

Big Windows in the eastern corridor:
These big windows can provide a lot of afternoon and evening light for the east side 
corridor; this can help PWD adjust their diurnal rhythm, improve their time orientation, 
and have visual contact with the courtyard. Although the corridor’s courtyard shape 
can partly block the evening summer light due to the light’s low angle, in the afternoon 
during summer, a large amount of direct west light can enter the corridor that may 
cause glare and extra heat.

1. Big Windows- Summer- Evening

Figure 7-6-4.
East corridor render-evening

Figure 7-6-5.
First floor corridor’s light and shadow plan
Summer-Evening
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7.6.1. Eastern Corridor Light Atmosphere Preliminary Design (Second design)

Vertical Windows with Canopy in the eastern corridor:
To reduce the amount of light entering the hallway in summer, these changes in 
the design have happened :
Vertical windows with a width of 50 cm and with distance 50cm from each other 
are located. Moreover, a canopy with a width of 70cm is placed on top of the 
windows.
The simulations show that this kind of window during summer produces a severe 
contrast of light and shadows on the floor, which can be dangerous for PWD.  
Furthermore, the canopy during summer can only prevent the direct light from 
12:00 pm until 1:30 pm. From 2:00 pm until 5:30 pm, as the light angel decreased, 
it can enter the room. 
In conclusion, based on the simulations, the vertical windows could not only pro-
vide enough diffused light for the hallway but also create dark shadows and very 
bright stripes on the floor during summer. It also showed that canopies could 
not be completely useful for the windows facing east or west sides.

August - 1:30 pm August - 4:30 pmAugust - 3:00 pm August- 6:00 pm

Figure 7-6-6.
No direct light can enter because of 
the canopy.

Figure 7-6-7.
Direct light enters the hallway and 
creates harsh contrast of light and 
shadow.

Figure 7-6-8.
Direct light enters the hallway and 
creates harsh contrast of light and 
shadow.

Figure 7-6-9.
No direct light can enter because of 
the courtyard shape of the hallway. 

Figure 7-6-10.
West corridor’s plan with vertical windows

Figure 7-6-11.
West corridor section with canopy

Summer - 1:30 pm
Summer - 4:30 pm

2.Vertical Windows with Canopy- Summer- Afternoon

2.

7.6.1. Eastern Corridor Light Atmosphere Preliminary Design (Third design)

3.

20cm

20cm

90 °

154 °

Lighter

Darker

Providing more direct 
light and less diffused 
light.

Providing a little direct 
light and more diffused 
light.

Figure 7-6-13.
First floor corridor’s light and shadow plan
Summer- Evening

Louvers are added as a filter on the window:
By adding louvers which tildting towards north in front of the window, it is tried to 
reduce the amount of direct light coming during evening summer and create more dif-
fused light for the area to lit the space homogeneously.
Louvers with a width of 20cm are added with gaps of 20cm in front of the window as 
a filter. Moving from north to south, in order to create a sense of direction and encour-
agement to go towards the living room, their angles gradually increase from 90 ° to 154 
°. As a result, a gradient of light is created in the corridor.
The simulation shows that this position of louvers makes the corridor darker than it 
should be.

3. Big Windows with Louvers- Summer- Evening

Figure 7-6-12.
East corridor render
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7.6.1. Eastern Corridor Light Atmosphere Preliminary Design (Fourth design)

Louvers angle and distances are adjusted:
After many trial and error, the width of louvers reduced to 15cm, and their gaps in-
creased to 30cm. Moreover, their angles start from 127° in the north side and end with 
90° in the south side (living room side). Finally, the simulations show that this louvers 
arrangement provides a proper amount of diffused and direct light for the corridor.
But this louvers arrangement can make the corridor seem uninteresting in terms of the 
light intensity and direction as there is just a little change in louvers’ angle from the 
north towards the south side of the hallway. Also, this amount of diffused light coming 
from the west side of this corridor blurred the luminous presence of the window located 
in the sitting area in the middle of the hallway. Therefore, the sitting area and the mi-
ni-chapel cannot completely simulate the PWD’s attention.

4.Big Windows with Adjusted Louvers- Summer- Evening

Figure 7-6-14.
East corridor render

4.

127 °

90 °

30cm

15cm

Lighter

Darker

Providing more direct light 
and less diffused light.

Providing direct and 
diffused light.

A lot of diffused light 
from the west side 
blurred the luminous 
presence of this window.

Figure 7-6-15.
First floor corridor’s light and shadow plan
Summer- Evening

7.6.2. Northern Corridor Light Atmosphere Preliminary Design (First design)

1.1. Big windows- Winter- Noon

Big windows with no filter:
Big windows towards the south side are used to provide a lot of direct and diffused 
light. This will help PWD with Vitamin D deficiencies, time orientation, and fixing their 
diurnal rhythm while making a full visual connection towards the courtyard.
But without the use of a filter on the window or canopy, in summer during noon, this 
place becomes too bright and hot, causing glare and creating an inconvenient space 
for PWD.

Figure 7-6-16.
North corridor render

Figure 7-6-17.
First floor corridor’s light and shadow plan
Winter-Noon
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7.6.2. Northern Corridor Light Atmosphere Preliminary Design (Second design)

2.
2. Vertical Windows- Winter- Noon

Vertical Narrow Windows.
In this design, it was tried to reduce the amount of direct light by dividing the big win-
dow to narrow vertical windows. As a result, the amount of direct light reduced, but it 
still causes glare for people who are sitting there at noon during summer. Moreover, 
these shapes of windows during summer can create a harsh contrast of light and shad-
ow on the floor that may cause a hallucination of step or hole on the floor for PWD while 
passing.

Figure 7-6-19.
First floor corridor’s light and shadow plan
Winter-Noon

Figure 7-6-18.
North corridor render

7.6.2. Northern Corridor Light Atmosphere Preliminary Design (Third design)

Figure 7-6-21.
First floor corridor’s light and shadow plan
Winter-Noon

3.

B1.

South

South

Winter

Summer

Figure 7-6-22.
Section B1.

Figure 7-6-23.
Section B1.

3. Semi-transparent wall Winter- Noon

Use of brick and translucent glass as a filter:
In this design, it was tried to reduce the amount of direct light and creating more 
diffused light by using the combination of translucent glass and brick to cre-
ate a semi-transparent wall that provides enough light but causes no glare. 
Although this design can be the right solution for providing proper natural light, it can 
partly block the PWD view towards the courtyard. 

Figure 7-6-20.
North corridor render
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1.

1.Big Windows-Summer-Morning

Big Windows with no filter :
Big windows are located in the corridor to avoid creating dark areas in the hallway.  This 
design provides enough light to adjust PWD circadian rhythm, but, in summer during 
the morning, a large amount of direct morning light enters the corridor, which may 
cause glare and extra heat.

7.6.3. Western Corridor Light Atmosphere Preliminary Design (First design)

Figure 7-6-25.
First floor corridor’s light and shadow plan
Summer-Morning

Figure 7-6-24.
West Corridor Render

7.6.3. Western Corridor Light Atmosphere Preliminary Design (Second design)

2.

20cm

20cm

90 °

154 °

Providing more direct light 
and less diffused light.

Providing a little direct 
light and more diffused 
light.

2.Windows with Louvers-Summer-Morning

Louvers are added as a filter on the window.
Louvers with a width of 20cm are added with gaps of 20cm in front of the window as 
a filter. When we are moving from north to south, in order to create a sense of direc-
tion and encouragement to go towards the living room, louvers angles are gradually 
increasing from 90 ° to 154 °. As a result, a gradient of light is created in the corridor.
The simulation shows that this position of louvers makes the corridor darker than it 
should be.

Figure 7-6-27.
First floor corridor’s light and shadow plan
Summer-Morning

Figure 7-6-26.
West Corridor Render
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7.6.3. Western Corridor Light Atmosphere Preliminary Design (Third design)

3.
127 °

90 °

30cm

15cm

Providing more direct 
light and less diffused 
light.

Providing direct and diffused 
light.

Figure 7-6-29.
First floor corridor’s light and shadow plan
Summer-Morning

3.Windows with Adjusted Louvers- Summer-Morning

Louvers distances and angles are adjusted:
After many trial and error, the width of louvers reduced to 15cm, and their gaps in-
creased to 30cm. Moreover, their angles start from 127° in the north side and end with 
90° in the south side (living room side). Finally, the simulations show that this louvers 
arrangement provides a proper amount of light for the corridor.
But, just like the eastern corridor, this louvers arrangement can make the hallway seem 
monotonous in terms of the light intensity and direction as there is just a slight change 
in louvers’ angle throughout this corridor. Also, this amount of diffused light coming 
from the east side of this corridor blurred the luminous presence of the window located 
in the sitting area in the middle of the hallway. Therefore, the sitting area cannot com-
pletely simulate the PWD’s attention.

Figure 7-6-28.
West Corridor Render

A lot of diffused light 
from the east side 
blurred the illumination 
presence of this window 
during sunset.

7.7. The Corridor Final Design

After trying different designs for providing direct and diffused light for 
the corridor, a combination of previous options and some new approach-
es are used in order to adjust the intensity of harsh summer light and 
provide a place where not only PWD can easily see the environment but 

also encourage them to walk around the corridor and experience different 
spaces. 

Figure 7-7-1.
First floor render
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7.7.1. Western Corridor (Morning)

15cm Louver with 36° angle 
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

15cm Louver with 36° angle 

15cm Louver with 36° angle 

Narrow low sill horizontal window
(Making the west side window light more 
pronounced)

15cm Louver with 0° angle 
(providing more view and light for infront of 
the door)

15cm Louver with 0° angle 
(providing more view and light for infront of 
the door)

A combination of different sizes of windows and louvers with different 
angles are used to provide the best condition for the PWD.
1. At the beginning of the corridor, (number 1) louvers are 15cm with 36° 

angle.
2. Then, in front of the room’s door (number 2), their angle is 0° that lets 

more light enter the space. Moreover, when a person stands in front of 
it, he can have an open view of the courtyard. 

3. After the room’s door, the louvers’ angle becomes 36 degrees again 
(number 3).  

4. By approaching the sitting area (number 4) instead of having big 
windows, there is a narrow horizontal window with 50cm height and 
60cm sill, which is acting as a shelf. As behind these windows, there 
are always some plants (in the courtyard side) less direct light can 
enter the corridor form this side. Consequently, the west side window 
that provides sunset light attracts the PWD’s attention more, as less 
light is coming from the east side of the corridor.

5. After the sitting area, there are big windows (like the beginning of the 
corridor) covered with louvers with 36 degrees angle.

6. Then in front of the room door, the louvers angle reduced to 0 degrees 
to provide more light and view for the person entering or leaving his 
room.

In conclusion, all these changes in window size and louvers angle not only 
create a condition where PWD can more easily find his way and have a 
better time orientation but also stimulate his interest regarding his sur-
rounding.

Figure 7-7-2.
First floor corridor’s light and shadow plan
Summer-8:45 am

Figure 7-7-3.
Section-perspective C-C 1.2.3.4.5.6.

C.

C.

7.7.1.Western Corridor (Morning)

1.

Figure 7-7-4.
East corridor render
Summer-8:45 am

Figure 7-7-5.
East corridor render
Summer-8:45 am

Figure 7-7-6.
First floor corridor’s light and shadow plan
Summer-8:45 am

1. View from the corridor towards the living room 
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7.7.1. Western corridor (Morning)

1.

Figure 7-7-7.
East corridor render
Summer- 10:30 am

Figure 7-7-8.
East corridor natural light simulation
Summer- 10:30 am

Figure 7-7-9.
First floor corridor’s light and shadow plan
Morning -10:30 am

1. View from corridor towards the living room 

7.7.2. Western Corridor Sitting Area

Figure 7-7-12.
Section A-A.
Providing natural focus South light.
Providing afternoon and evening light.

Figure 7-7-10.
West corridor sitting area render- Sunset

Figure 7-7-11.
West corridor sitting area light simulation
Afternoon-16:00 pm

1.Deep window and the arch roof window

1.A.

A.

Figure 7-7-13.
First floor corridor’s light and shadow plan
Summer-16:00 pm

The deep window effect light:
In the west side corridor, there is a sitting area with a deep window 
towards the west side. This window frames the sunset view and west 
side natural light to attract PWD’s attention. Consequently, it will give 
them a hint for time orientation. Furthermore, the wall’s 80 cm depth 
and the fact that the window hole is bigger from inside and smaller 
from outside helps create more diffused light for space. 

The arch roof window effect:
The arch roof window catches the south sunlight and creates a dif-
fused light for the sitting area. This light comes from the ceiling, softly 
casts on the wall, and gradually fades away before reaching the floor. 
This natural light can absorb PWD’s attention towards the painting 
hanged on the wall.
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7.7.2. Western Corridor Sitting Area (Morning)

Figure 7-7-16.
Section B-B.

Figure 7-7-14.
West corridor horizontal window render
Morning -10:30 am

Figure 7-7-15.
West corridor horizontal window light simulation
Morning -10:30 am

Deep window facing west

Roof arch window

Horizontal window/shelf

2. Horizontal window as a shelf 

Figure 7-7-17.
First floor corridor’s light and shadow plan
Summer-10:30 am

B. B.

2.

Use of Low sill window shelf to attract attention:
In front of the sitting area, there is a low sill horizontal window 
that acts as a shelf where some brain games, books, and small 
toys are located. Consequently, this window can stimulate their 
attention to use the objects found there. Moreover, this narrow 
window cannot provide too much light for the area; so, making the 
deep window and the arc roof window light more pronounced for 
the people passing the corridor. 

June -18:00

February - 16:00

June-16:00

Window Model 1 Window Model 2 Window Model 3

7.7.2. Different Deep Window Options (Afternoon)

As can be seen below, three different deep window shapes are illustrated 
in order to choose the best option in terms of creating diffused light and 
a more noticeable view. Although the differences between these options 
are subtle, option one is chosen as the best choice. In the first window, 

always all the edges of the window are bright, and this will frame the view; 
consequently, it can more easily absorb attention. Furthermore, during 
winter in the afternoon, it can produce more diffused light for the room, 
which can be considered a positive factor.

Figure 7-7-18.
First deep window. 

Figure 7-7-21.
First deep window. 

Figure 7-7-24.
First deep window.

Figure 7-7-19.
Second deep window. 

Figure 7-7-22.
Second deep window. 

Figure 7-7-25.
Second deep window. 

Figure 7-7-20.
Third deep window.

Figure 7-7-23.
Third deep window.

Figure 7-7-26.
Third deep window.
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7.7.3. Northern Corridor (Noon)

Figure 7-7-30.
North side corridor- Interactive window simulation

Figure 7-7-28.
North side corridor- Interactive window render- Winter-12:00pm

Figure 7-7-27.
North side corridor-North facing window render- Winter-12:00pm

2. Interactive window- Noon

1. Neighborhood facing window- Noon

Figure 7-7-31.
First floor corridor’s light and shadow plan
Winter-12:00pm

At the end of the corridor, there is an area for resi-
dents to get together and socialize. This area dur-
ing the day has proper lighting that PWD can more 
clearly see other residents’ faces and communicate 
better to them. (figure 7-7-27.)
Furthermore, there is an interactive window facing 
south that not only makes the noon direct light into 
diffused light but also takes PWD attention as it re-
sponds to people moving nearby.
Moreover, in this area, there is direct access to the 
courtyard that encourages PWD to go outside, walk, 
and be exposed to direct sunlight. 
This area is usually brighter than other parts of the 
corridor as it has windows from two sides, south, 
and north; so this place not only can act as a land-
mark for PWD but also it will accustom PWD sen-
sitive eyes to the outdoor space which is brighter. 
Therefore, PWD eyes can see better when they go 
outside. 

1.

2.

Figure 7-7-32.
Eileen Gray lacquer screen.

Figure 7-7-33.
Institut du Monde Arabe. 

By getting inspiration from Eileen Gray lacquer screen and combining it 
with parametric design and Kinetic facades, an interactive window is de-
signed. This window can adjust the direct south light and stimulates the 
PWD attention towards the outside view.

How the Interactive window  works:
This surface made of 12*12 cm panels that are attached to a mesh. Be-
hind each panel, there is a small motor and a sensor that lets them react 
to nearby people’s movements. When a person approaches this surface, 
panels rotate from 90 degrees to 0 degrees. (Figure 7-7-40.)

What are the benefits of the interactive window:
Wherever a person stands, panels in that area become open, let more 
light enter, and let the person have a more clear view of the outside. Fur-
thermore, as this surface is facing the south side, it can reduce heat and 
glare during summer. When the panels are tilted, direct light reflects from 
their surface and produce diffused light for the interior space. While in 
winter, due to the low light angle, more direct light can enter the room 
from the gaps between the panels. Moreover, this interactive wall can en-
tice PWD and absorb his attention towards the outside view. Not only the 
movement of the panels will take PWD attention, but also the interesting 
light and shadow pattern can act as a landmark for people who tend to 
wander in the corridor.
 

7.7.3. Interactive Window

Figure 7-7-34.
Interactive window render
Winter- 12:00 pm
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7.7.3. Interactive Window (Noon)

Figure 7-7-35.
Interactive window Section
In summer, less light enters the room.

Figure 7-7-36.
Interactive window Section
In comparison to summer, more light can 
enter the room.

Figure 7-7-37.
Interactive window Section
When the panels rotate, more diffused 
light will enter the room.

Figure 7-7-38.
Interactive window Section
When the panels rotate, more direct and 
diffused light enters the room.

Summer- 12:00pm Winter- 12:00pm

A person is close to the window.

No one is close to the window.

Direct light Diffused light

7.7.3. Interactive Window (Noon)

1. When there is no person in front of the window, all the panels have 90 
degrees angle, and light can enter the room via the small gaps between 
the panels.

2. When a person approaching the window, panels start to rotate down-
wards in the area where the person stands. Therefore, in front of the per-
son, the gaps between the panels increase, which lets him see the outside 
view better and let more light enter. 

3. When a person moves in front of the window, the window pattern is also 
changing by his movement.

4. When more than one person stands in front of the window, more panels 
rotate downward and let more light enters the area while creating a more 
transparent surface in front of the window.

Figure 7-7-39.
Interactive window render- Winter-12:00pm

Figure 7-7-40.
 Interactive window render- Winter-12:00pm

Figure 7-7-41.
Interactive window render- Winter-12:00pm

Figure 7-7-42.
Interactive window render- Winter-12:00pm
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7.7.4. Eastern Corridor (Afternoon)

In the eastern corridor, there are big windows that almost cover all parts of one 
side of the hallway to provide a proper amount of light and view. Different sizes 
of louvers with different angles are used to adjust the intensity of light in differ-
ent parts of the corridor and provide a lot of diffused light for space, which is a 
crucial factor for this area.

1. At the beginning of the corridor, (number 1) louvers are 15cm with 36 de-
grees angle. 

2. Then, in front of the room’s door (number 2), their angle is 0 degrees, which 
lets more light enter the space. Moreover, when a person stands in front of it, 
he can have an open view of the courtyard. 

3. After the room’s door, the louvers’ angle increases to 48 degrees (number 3).  
4. By approaching the sitting area (number 4) louvers size increased to 25 cm 

(with 48 degrees angle) to reduce the amount of light coming from the west 
side; therefore the light which is coming from the windows from the east 
side and the mini chapel located there, become more noticeable.

5. After the sitting area (number 5), the louvers’ size was reduced to 15 cm 
(with 48 degrees angle) to let more light enter from the west side.

6. In front of the room door (number 6), there is a glass door (with a translucent 
glass) towards the courtyard with no louvers that provide more light and 
view for the person entering or leaving his room. 

In conclusion, all these varieties in louvers’ size and angle not only create a con-
dition where PWD can more easily find his way and have a better time orientation 
but also stimulate his interest in his surroundings.

Figure 7-7-43.
First floor corridor section-perspective D-D

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

15cm Louver with 36° angle 
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

15cm Louver with 48° angle 

25cm Louver with 48° angle 

15cm Louver with 48° angle 

A translucent glass door

15cm Louver with 0° angle 
(providing more view and light for 
infront of the door)

D.

D.

Figure 7-7-44.
First floor corridor’s light and shadow plan
Summer-4:00 pm

7.7.4. Eastern Corridor (Afternoon)

Figure 7-7-47.
First floor corridor’s light and shadow plan
4:00 pm

Figure 7-7-45.
East corridor render
Summer- 4:00 pm

Figure 7-7-46.
East corridor light simulation 
Afternoon-4:00 pm

As seen in the picture, the rhythmic light and shadow pattern 
coming from the west side and the presence of a window at the 
end of the corridor with a neighborhood view can create an at-
mosphere that stimulates people to walk around. As no window 
is located at the other end of the hallway (living rooms side), the 
window with the neighborhood view can act as a hint for PWD for 
better wayfinding.

1. View from the living room towards the corridor
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7.7.4. Eastern Corridor (Afternoon)

Figure 7-7-50.
First floor corridor’s light and shadow plan
Summer- 2:00 pm

Figure 7-7-48.
East corridor render
Summer- 2:00 pm

Figure 7-7-49.
East corridor light simulation 
Summer- 2:00 pm

1. View from the living room towards the corridor

7.7.5. Eastern Sitting Area (Morning)

Figure 7-7-52.
Sitting area simulation
Summer- 8:45 am

Figure 7-7-51.
West corridor render
Summer- 8:45 am

1. Four Squares window

In the east side corridor, in the middle of the way, there is a sitting 
area with four small square windows facing east. As west side win-
dows have big and tilted louvers in this part of the hallway, they do 
not let too much light coming from the west side. Consequently, the 
four square windows become more bright and noticeable. Hence, 
when a person passes the eastern corridor, he can recognize the 
light direction changes in the middle of the way (from west to east), 
and this will absorb his attention towards the sitting area.

Figure 7-7-53.
First floor light and shadow plan-corridor-Morning
Morning-8:45 am

1.
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7.7.5. Eastern Sitting Area (Morning)

Figure 7-7-54.
Mini chapel render
Morning- 8:45 am

Figure 7-7-55.
Mini chapel light simulation
Morning- 8:45 am

2. Mini chapel

Besides the sitting area, there is a mini chapel where people can sit in 
private and pray. This part has a big arc roof window that provides dif-
fused light. The light falls from the ceiling and gradually fades away while 
reaching the floor. Consequently, this light can create a spiritual atmos-
phere for the people sitting there.
Furthermore, the material used for the wall finishing has a rough texture 
to make the light direction more pronounced.

Section B-B:
Providing natural focus South light for the mini 
chapel.
Providing morning light for sitting area.

Figure 7-7-56.

Use of rough texture for 
making the light effect more 
noticeable.

Figure 7-7-57.
First floor light and shadow plan-corridor-Morning
Morning-8:45 am

2.

7.8. The Living Room

South

The living room receives natural light from four sides; this fact increases one’s sense of time orientation at 
different times of the day. Moreover, this would reduce the amounts of dark shadows in the room. 
Furthermore, there is direct access from the living room to the courtyard. This easy and safe access encour-
ages the resident to go outside and be exposed to direct sunlight.

Figure 7-8-3.
Direct access to open area from living room.

Figure 7-8-2.
Northern wing first floor. 

A sunny winter morning

Figure 7-8-1.
Living room render.
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7.8.1. Livingroom Light Experience (Morning- Summer)

Summer-Breakfast time:
During the breakfast time, the living room is bright with fresh morning light; the arc roof window 
lets the morning light casts on the living room west-side wall, and the two east side windows 
at the kitchen side provide morning light for the people who are eating breakfast at the kitchen 
counter. This condition can make PWD feel invigorated and adjust their diurnal rhythm. This 
light can remind them that it is morning time when they usually lose their time orientation.

Figure 7-8-4.
Living room render.
Summer - 9:00 am

Direct light Reflected light Diffused light

Summer-Morning

Figure 7-8-5.
Providing East light in the most west side 
of the living room.

East

Figure 7-8-6.
Living room’s light and shadow plan
Summer-9:00 am

7.8.1. Livingroom Light Experience (Morning-Winter)

Figure 7-8-8.
Living room’s light and shadow plan
Winter-9:00 am

Figure 7-8-7.
Living room render
Winter- 9:00 am

Winter-Breakfast time:
Even in the colder seasons, there is a proper amount of morning light on the west side of the 
living room with the aid of the arc roof window.

Direct light Reflected light Diffused light

Winter-Morning

Figure 7-8-9.
Providing East light in the most west side of 
the living room.

East
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7.8.2. Livingroom Light Experience (Noon-Summer)

Summer-Lunch time:
There are a wide window and a horizontal high sill window on the south side, which provides 
noon light for the living room. By using the horizontal louvers on the wide window, the main parts 
of the direct light turn to diffused light after reflection from the louvers surfaces. Consequently, 
it prevents glare during summer in the living room while it lets the PWD have a view towards the 
sun path. The high sill window is equipped with a reflective device that reflects the light to the 
ceiling, and the reflected light turns back as a diffused light in the room. 
Moreover, the window’s distance from the dining table is enough to not cast direct light at PWD 
sensitive eyes while he is eating.

Figure 7-8-11.
Living room’s light and shadow plan
Summer-12:00 pm

Figure 7-8-12.
Light behavior section

Figure 7-8-10.
Living room render-Summer-12:00pm

Summer-Noon

South

Reflective device Diffused light

Reduces direct light during summer

Figure 7-8-15.
Light behavior section

Figure 7-8-14.
Living room’s light and shadow plan
Winter-12:00 pm

7.8.2. Livingroom Light Experience (Noon-Winter)

Winter-Lunch time:
In the living room, in winter, the proper amount of direct noon light enters the space from the 
south side with the aid of a wide south window and a horizontal high sill window. Although the 
wide window has horizontal louvers, direct light can enter the room due to the low angle of sun-
light. The hight sill window also let the direct sunlight to reach the deepest parts of the room.

Figure 7-8-13.
Living room render-Winter- 12:00 pm

Winter-Noon 

South

Direct light can enter the horizontal louver.

Reflective device
Diffused light

Providing direct light in winter.
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7.8.3. Livingroom Light Experience (Afternoon-Summer)

Summer-Dinner time:
In summer during dinner, PWD can see the sun via the narrow horizontal window on top, or the 
vertical window beside the TV. This afternoon light will subconsciously remind him that it is 
evening and help him with his time orientation problem.  The amount of this light is enough to 
hint about the hour of the day but not too much to cause glare and inconvenience for PWD’s 
eyes. 

Figure 7-8-16.
Living room render.
Summer- 4:00 pm

Figure 7-8-17.
Living room’s light and shadow plan
Summer-4:00 pm

Winter-Dinner time
In winter, during dinner time, PWD can see the sunset via the big south side window or the ver-
tical window next to the TV. While they are eating dinner or watching TV, they have a view of the 
outside, which would give them a clue that it is afternoon time.

7.8.3. Livingroom Light Experience (Afternoon-Winter)

Figure 7-8-18.
Living room render.
Winter- 4:00 pm

Figure 7-8-19.
Living room’s light and shadow plan
Winter- 4:00 pm
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7.8.4. Livingroom Light Experience (Evening-Summer)

Summer-After dinner time:
In summer after dinner, warm sun rays enter the living room via the small four squares windows 
on the west side. This atmosphere will remind PWD that it is evening time.
As in the Netherlands, during summer sunset happens around 9-10, these west windows are 
considered small to avoid too much direct sunset light. This approach can help PWD with their 
diurnal rhythm problem, and as a result, they can sleep more comfortably at night.

Figure 7-8-20.
Living room render.
Summer- 7:00 pm

Figure 7-8-21.
Living room’s light and shadow plan
Summer- 7:00 pm

7.8.4. Livingroom Light Experience (Evening-Winter)

Winter-After dinner time

Figure 7-8-22.
Living room render.
Winter- 7:00 pm

Figure 7-8-23.
Living room’s light and shadow plan
Winter- 7:00 pm
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7.9. The Game Room Light Atmosphere

1.

Figure 7-9-2.  Game room render
An interactive window is used for the window that is facing south direction.

Figure 7-9-1. Game room render

View towards the neighborhood

View towards the garden 

2.

Figure 7-9-3. 
Section D-D. 
Scale: 1:200

Figure 7-9-4. 
Northern connected blocks Ground floor.

Winter-NoonWinter-Noon

7.10. The Site Design

Figure 7-10-1.
Scale: 1:1600
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7.10.1.  The Roof Plan

Figure 7-10-2.
Scale: 1:1000

7.10.2. The Site Functions

Main entrances
Restaurant
Art room - Physiotherapy Room - Offices
multi purpose hall
Bedroom
Living room

Public garden
Sensory gradan (Semi-public)
Semi-private garden
Courtyard

Figure 7-10-3.
Functions plan

Figure 7-10-4.
Green areas plan
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7.10.3. The Site Circulation and Access

Figure 7-10-5.
Circulation plan

Main entrances
Boulevard circulation
House entrances
Restaurant entrance
Activity building entrance
Gradan entrance

2. 3.
1.

7.10.4. The Site East Side Ground Floor Plan

Figure 7-10-6.
Site east side ground floor plan
Scale: 1:500

D
B

A

C

A

C

B

D

E E
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7.10.5. The Site East Side First Floor Plan

4.

5.

7.

6.
8.

D
B

A

C

A

C

B

D

E E

Figure 7-10-7.
Site east side first floor plan
Scale: 1:500

7.10.6. The Site Sections

Figure 7-10-8.
Section D-D
Scale: 1:300

Section D-D:
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7.10.6. The Site Sections

Figure 7-10-9.
Section E-E
Scale: 1:250

Section E-E:
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7.11.1. The Boulevard Ground Floor Light Atmosphere

1.Summer-Noon 1.Winter-Noon

Figure 7-11-3:
The tree effect in filtering the direct light 
during summer.

Figure 7-11-1.
Ground floor boulevard sitting area
Summer-Noon

Figure 7-11-2.
Ground floor boulevard sitting area
Winter-Noon

By designing some voids in the boulevard ceiling and locating a four-sea-
sons tree in the middle of that, the sunlight will be filtered while entering 
the space. 

Direct light Diffused light

7.11.2. The Boulevard Ground Floor Light Atmosphere

2.Winter-Noon2.Summer-Noon

Figure 7-11-4:
Ground floor boulevard towards the sensory garden in summer.

Figure 7-11-5:
Ground floor boulevard towards the sensory garden in winter.

In a part of the boulevard south side, series of louvers are located. Lou-
vers angle gradually increases while moving towards the sensory garden 
entrance. This approach will create a rhythmic pattern that can invite old-
er adults toward the sensory garden while gradually increasing the light 
intensity. 
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7.11.3. The Boulevard Ground Floor Light Atmosphere

3.Summer-Noon 3.Winter-Noon

Figure 7-11-6:
Ground floor boulevard towards the sensory garden in summer.

Figure 7-11-7:
Ground floor boulevard towards the sensory garden in winter.

A Porous brick wall is located on the south side of the boulevard. This 
not only can provide an interesting light and shadow pattern for PWD 
who tends to look at the floor while walking but also can control the light 
intensity in summer.

7.11.4. The North Block Courtyard

Figure 7-11-8.
The north block courtyard

217
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7.11.5. Game Room’s Yard 

Figure 7-11-9.
The northern semi-private garden

218

7.11.6. The Sensory Garden View

Figure 7-11-10.
The sensory garden

219
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7.11.7. The Boulevard Second floor View

Figure 7-11-11.
The boulevard second floor view towards the sensory garden

220

7.11.8. The Street Side View Towards the Public Garden

Figure 7-11-12.
The public garden
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7.11.9. The Site Bird Eye View

Figure 7-11-13.
The site bird eye view render
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7.12. Detail

Detail 1.

Detail 2.

Detail 3.

Figure 7-12-2.
Section A-A
Scale: 1:200

Detail.

Figure 7-12-1.
Wall section
Scale: 1:50
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8.12. Detail

Detail 3.
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8.1. Final Conclusion:

After thorough research regarding the PWD needs and light related prob-
lems, guidelines are extracted for designing a nursing home. Based on the 
guidelines, the whole building is designed and positioned on the site by 
considering the daylight orientation at different times of the day and year. 
All residential blocks receive direct sunlight during different hours of the 
day and have proper distance from other blocks. Each residential block is 
designed in a way that all the rooms inside can receive the appropriate 
daylight based on the activities happening inside them. In each room, the 
amount of direct and diffuse sunlight is adjusted by different means to 
provide the most suitable light considering the PWD needs and different 
light direction and intensity. Moreover, abundant, easy and safe access to 
exterior spaces is considered not only on the ground floor but also on the 
second floor of the building to let the PWD have more opportunities to get 
exposed to direct daylight.
 
As a result of the mentioned characteristics, the building can help PWD 
with their daily activities. Their vision can be improved with less artificial 
light, their vitamin D and calcium deficiencies can be ameliorated. They 
are more conscious about their environment, and their diurnal rhythm can 
be improved. Consequently, they can be more physically active, have more 
social interaction, have more freedom, have better time orientation, and 
place orientation. Besides, they are more interested and curious about 
their surroundings, have a better sleep at night, have less night roaming, 
and be less stressed. Therefore, they can live a healthier and happier life.

How can we create a tailored environment for older adults 
who have dementia in a nursing home by focusing on natu-
ral light, in Eindhoven, the Netherlands?
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Figure 8-1-1.
Conclusion picture.

8.1. Final Conclusion: 8.2. Reflection:

I lived with my grandparents in the last few years of their lives, and this 
experience was my first motivation to choose this studio. After its first 
sessions, when I became familiar with its process, my enthusiasm and 
interest in the topic increased even more. 
 
The first few months that we worked as a group together gave me the 
chance to get familiar with my colleagues and their mindsets. In this step, 
I got the opportunity to get familiar with different topics related to the stu-
dio’s main subject. After doing different literature reviews and research 
during the first phase of the studio, I could easily find my main interest 
in this area. Therefore, the next step, which was creating the research 
question and gathering the information related to my topic, with the aid 
of my supervisors, could happen smoothly for me. Meanwhile, we had the 
opportunity to visit some nursing homes as case studies. This experience 
was beneficial to learn about Dutch nursing homes, their architecture, and 
understand our target group better.
 
The next phase was using the research results to start with architectural 
development and finding the most suitable design. This part of the studio 
was arduous and very time consuming for me. In this period, I designed 
so many options and made many simulations to find the best option that 
can completely answer my research question. During this period, my su-
pervisors did not hesitate to support and guide me in finding the best 
architectural answer to my research question.
 
In this studio, I learned how important it is to know the target group and 
try to put ourselves in their shoes to design the building in a way that can 
fully suit them and contribute to the betterment of their life.

 

When I look back at the whole process of this studio, I can see that it was 
one of the most challenging and great academic experiences that I have 
ever had. Although sometimes I felt desperate and down-hearted during 
the ups and downs of this journey, finally with hardworking, and the help 
of my supervisors, I could manage to accomplish it.
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